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The Most Profitable Format In Radio.
1-800-5 AP RADIO •180o -527 -72341

All News Radio

CD Market Watch: New York

CD DAB Around the World

eTaking Off Ownership Caps

eFormat Focus: Alternative or Not?

® Programming Profile: WHJY-FM ® Management Journal

Join the Digital Revolution
Digilink by Arrakis is a
digital audio workstation
that does it all while
increasing your profits.
You can replace your
live on air cart machines
while adding CD or
satellite automation for
nights or weekends. You
can use just one
workstation or network as
many as 15 and send
your spots & schedules in
perfect digital between
your studios. Add a
Trak*Star eight track
digital audio editor for
under $5,500 and you
can quickly and easily
produce spots that
would have taken forever

or been impossible with
tape.
Digilink is also easy to
schedule. You can use
the standard Digilink
traffic 8( CD scheduling
system or import music

and traffic schedules from
all of the most popular
3rd party programs.
Features like
simultaneous Play,
Record, & Network
transfer; hard disk to hard

•Rep/ace Cart machines Live On Air plus
add CD, Satellite, or Tape Automation
•On Air Base Price starts under < $8,000
•8 Track Editor base price starts < $5,500
•Use just '1' Workstation or Network > 15

Digilink
by Arrakis

disk 8( CD crossfade; cart
rotation; Autofill: Smartsqueeze; Macros; and
incredible ease of use
make Digilink perfect for
live 8( automation studios.
Call or write today for
more information on why
Digilink is #1-with more
than 1000 workstations
sold worldwide from
Moscow, to Japan, to
Barbados, to your own
back yard.

Digilink is multilingual.
The screen shown above
is in Japanese.

Makis System Inc. --- 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525 --- Voice (303) 224-2248. FAX (303) 493-1076.
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"New York is atrendsetter in fashion and many other things, but the city is
generally behind the rest of the nation in mass appeal radio formats."
—Michael McVay, McVay Media

See page 8.
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O

K, who's next?

And who can keep up? What a
month August was for broadcasting:
Disney buys ABC; Westinghouse purchases
CBS; Chancellor acquires Shamrock; and
Jiffy Lube takes on Infinity.
Just alittle joke on that last one there. In
any case, these mammoth deals offer apretty dear glimpse of the industry's future, particularly in light of the probable deregulation
of ownership caps. With little doubt, the
once-intimate business of radio has become
an industry of global proportion.
With this, more questions than clues prevail regarding the impact of these mega-deals
on the airwaves of the nation's radio markets, from New York to Casper, Wyo.
It's apparent the industry must fortify itself
with deep pockets and tested ideas to compete with imminent technologies like satellite audio and DSS, which will offer the public more listening options than ever—but at
what price? Might not the predominant
empires find it most efficient to serve up
cookie-cutter formats around the country, so
that radio in Philadelphia has little singularity over the medium in Denver?
Group W Radio and ABC both have atradition of carefully tailoring their stations' formats to the marketplace. Hopefully, this
favorable trend will be maintained, despite
current leanings toward carbon copy formats
around the country like Arrow, Mix, the
Edge and Jams/Jamz.
More questions: Which among new corporate-laden, budget-propelled entities will be
willing to take achance with anew, untested
format? And are we enduring the final days
of single-property owners in top 100 markets, and with that, the ingenuity and idealism that chaperons entrepreneurship?
Finally, what bearing will ownership consolidation have upon stations in markets
that the big boys aren't interested in—those
from 101 to 261 where the actual majority
of stations in the U.S. are doing business?
Will they lose their voice in political and
economic arenas against the collective articulation of Disneys and Westinghouses?
The word at this juncture is that the House
4
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and Senate will work out differences in their
versions of the telecommunications bill by
year end. Clinton isn't expected to assemble
enough votes to enact aveto. I'm amazed at
the speed with which this issue has progressed on the Hill; there are alot of issues
that should be hashed out before such
sweeping legislation leaves its permanent
and profound impact on our industry. I've
shared my opinion, now it's time to make
your voice heard. Right now.
AAA
It was the summer of 1987 as Isat on the
train that first time heading from
Washington to New York. In typical radio
geek fashion, Iwas outfitted with headphones
and aWalkman, recording samples of every
signal Istopped upon as we headed north.
As the train neared Penn Station, Irecall
tuning into what Iregarded as areally hip,
refreshing dance groove with agreat hook.
"Only in New York," Ithought. "You won't
find radio like this anywhere else."
It turns out the song Iput to tape was
"Only in My Dreams," the debut hit from
Debbie Gibson. The station was Hot 103,
now Hot 97 WQHT-FM, New York's home
of hip hop and an unlikely outlet for the
post-teen singer today.
OK, so my perception may have been a
little overzealous as applied to that tune,
but Iwas right on in thinking that New
York radio is in aclass unto itself. This
month, The Radio World Magazine's
Market Watch tackles the nation's number
one radio market.
Correspondent Frank Beacham, whose personal perspective includes careers in both
New York and runner-up market Los
Angeles, found that the market shies from
taking many format risks—the stakes are too
high—but its leaders typically tackle radio
with acuity and panache. The story begins
on page 8.
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The New Math
for ISDN

LAYER III
•Both the superior audio of
Layer III and compatibility
with installed Layer IIonly codecs. Zephyr
costs about the same as
Layer II-only equipment.
•Only Layer Ill permits mono
15kHz operation on a single
ISDN "B" channel or one
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greatly reduce your transmission costs.
•Clean, uncluttered front
panel for simple operation.
Full metering, call-duration
timer, headphone jack, and

quality, and Layer II

ISDN Telephone

mic/line inputs.
•Split channel mode allows
individual mono signals to be
transmitted to separate sites.
•RS-232 bi-directional
data at 9600 baud for
communications and control.
•Four end-to-end "contactclosures" for remote machine
operation.
•The ideal solution for
remote broadcasts, ad
hoc networks, voiceovers,
distribution of commercials,
backup to satellite and
microwave links, and many

Telos to Zephyr Owners:
Add Layer H, Absolutely Free!
Zephyr owners who want to add Layer II
compatibility may send their units to Telos
for the necessary hardware and firmware
changes. The modifications are free; users
need only pay to ship their units to Telos.
We'll pick up the return cost.
In late August, registered users will
be faxed a notice with complete program
details. Not sure whether your units are
registered? Fax us or send us e-mail to for
registration forms.
All work will be performed by appointment. We'll schedule aconvenient date
for the work to be done and guarantee

to return your units four working days
later. Work will include: changing
required motherboard parts; installing
EPROMs with new firmware, and giving
the unit athorough factory onceover.
Initial modifications for both Layer III

and Layer II operation will add compatibility with most installed Layer II units.
In the future, as Telos develops more

compatibility packages for Zephyr,
firmware exchanges will be offered at
no charge and may be performed in

the field.

other applications.
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Costs vs. Technology

Ienjoyed the article, "Education vs.
Experience" in your August 1995 issue. It
certainly hit home. Iam the director of
broadcasting at Curry College, Milton/
Boston, Mass. My colleague Fran Berger at
Emerson hit it on the head when she indicated how challenging it is to keep up with
costs and technology.
Should we go digital or analog? How can
we train our students to "cut" if they are
totally immersed in digital? The answer
we have found is to provide both. We are
very fortunate to have our own building
for WMLN-FM. This permits us to have a
digital and analog production studio for
training.
Either way, there is always the good fight to
keep up with technology, so that we are a
reflection of the "real world," which is aterm
that seems to be misunderstood. The whole
idea behind aradio facility located on acollege campus is to have areflection of the "real
world," only with amore forgiving attitude.

On aclosing note, it was really great to see
acomprehensive article on what higher ed is
doing with broadcasting and broadcast journalism.
Professor Alan H. Frank
Director of Broadcasting/WMLN-FM
Curry College
Milton, Mass.
afrank@curry.edu

Where Do Ifind...

Ireally enjoy reading your magazine, especially the artide in your August 1995 issue
about education vs. experience. The story
was very interesting, but Ihave one concern
with the education aspect of radio.
Iam currently in my last year of college.
Learning the theories, ethics, journalistic
jargon and the technical skills of the industry is easy. But what about the management
end of things? How does aperson learn
those skills? For instance: how to contact
record companies, the correct programming
techniques, how to increase sales and prof-

ATTENTION P.O.s
Schedule the best in "OLD-TIME RADIO" with

Wee4tkel-zettim.

•

•

•

Hosted by STAN FREBERG, the man who drained
Lake Michigan and filled it with hot chocolate

54.r1

I-LV

60e

coe LI
G1111401:T
Five shows per week-54 minutes each.
BARTER, NO CASH PAYMENTS!
For afree demo CD contact David West

DICK BRESCIA ASSOCIATES
Wees4ke4";4/

(20 41)385-6566

celebrates its 6th year on 300 stations
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it, promotion ideas, how to deal with the
FCC and other such tasks of directors and
management.
The reason Iask is because this year we
have anew radio station on campus and I've
been placed in the position of program
director. I've been in the radio industry now
for nearly three years and have gained alot
of my knowledge from asking questions,
hanging around after hours and snooping
through station garbage cans. I've been
lucky to help put the station together by
deciding on which equipment to use, the format to follow, control design and so on. But
the only thing that has gotten me this far is
my wide range of experience.
So where do Ilearn the skills to tend to
the needs of astation and its staff? And
when college is done, how do Iapply my
ideas without stepping on any toes? Where
do these skills come from?
Jon "Michael Stevens" Froehlich
Program Director, KZOW
Waldorf College
Forest City, Iowa
The Editor responds: First, Jon, congratulations
on your success in radio; you should be proud of
the accomplishments that your ambition and
passion for radio have already brought you.
You ask some tough questions; I'm not sure I
have definitive answers that will satisfy you. As
you enter ahands-on role in the broadcast
industry, Ibelieve you'll be well prepared with
your curriculum of theory, technical skills and
practical knowledge at KZOW. But there are
some things that just can't be taught—management in the sense that you describe is one of
those things.
Many of the skills you ask for come with time,
experience and from working with good people
who understand how to teach the practical
aspects of broadcasting outside of the classroom
experience. You're on the right track by hanging
around and keeping your ears and eyes close to
anything that might help you learn (though I'd
be careful snooping through the trashcan).
A next step would be to search out abroadcast mentor in your community. Let him or
her know of your interest and involvement at
Waldorf College, and see if he/she would be
willing to let you help out here and there, giving you the opportunity to learn first-hand
those skills that are better emulated than taught
in an academic setting.
One of the most important elements of good
management is judgment, something that best
comes with time. As you make decisions in
your role as program director, using the good
base you'll gain through watching your mentor,
Ithink you'll find that many of these skills will
become yours with time and experience.
In the mean time, keep your nose in as many
trade publications as you can find, read, ask
questions and be willing to try anything that

will help you gain experience in broadcasting.
Iencourage active radio managers to add their
two cents. Who knows, we could be talking to
the next Scott Ginsburg here.

Self-Taught Not Enough
With all the major mergers and the
amount of duopolies forming, how is aperson going to obtain their first station and be
able to compete? Where should someone out
of college start?
Ihave started astation at Coe College with
less than $30,000. The college does not have
any radio classes and everything that anyone
at the station knows is self taught or from
Radio World publications. Where can the
students involved at KCOE expect to end up
once they graduate? What can we do to
make the station better at training students
for the job market?
Ienjoy reading RWM and try to use the
articles to the best of their ability at KCOE.
Josh Welter
KCOE, Coe College
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
JWELTER@coe.edu
The Editor responds: Boy, you guys are
putting me to the test this month.

idea. Meanwhile, there is another Web
address where your readers can find links to
online radio stations: RadioSpace at
http://www.RadioSpace.com/welcome.html
has aclickable map of the U.S., which
points to astate-by-state directory of station
links.
The "cool resources" page on RadioSpace
also has alink to Corey Dietz's home page,
which features adirectory of radio station email addresses.
RadioSpace has avariety of other news and
programming resources for radio station
staff, including broadcast-ready sound bites
and scripts.
Steve Murphy
Digitallocicey@RadioSpace.com
Pittsburgh

Again, Josh, Iwould encourage radio managers from within your community to involve
themselves voluntarily to help your students gain
what practical knowledge they can. Perhaps you
could invite leaders from programming, sales,
promotions and engineering to fire up your radio
station staff with guest lectures. You might also
encourage students to pursue internships in their
hometowns during summer months.
No denying that yours is a tough position,
Josh. Best of luck.

Mapping Radio Web Sites
A letter in the August issue of The Radio
World Magazine discusses the need to have

Why Hold It In?
Address letters to The Radio World
Magazine, 5827 Columbia Pike, Third
Floor, Falls Church, Va. 22041; or fax:
703-998-2966; e-mail CHUCKRWM
@AOLCOM
All letters received become the property
of RWM, to be used at our discretion and
as space permits. Correspondence may be
edited for length or clarity.

acontinually updated list of radio station
World Wide Web pages. This is agreat

OUR MAJOR LINE UP MEANS
YOUR MAJOR SUCCESS!!
SPORTS„
MAJOR

MAJOR TALK S
.
Hottest talk shows in the country!

Costas, Madden, O'Brien, Caray!
Kevin Ilealey's

msipnew- Staildardiews
Full service news wire
delivered by satellite 8( fax!

24-hour news from the
largest news staff in D.C.!

For more info, call your Major Networks rep

FaXeAsTaK
Morning Show Prep Service

ed by 100's of radio
stations and Jay Leno!

e800-714-7200
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York.; the nation's number one radio market, would be acutting edge trendsetter in
broadcasting.
Don't bet your King Kong trading cards on it.
Like the theaters on Broadway, New York City's
top radio stations tend to innovate only when
those innovations have first been proven elsewhere. On Gotham's big stage in the tightfisted
'90s, experimentation is considered too risky.
"New York is atrendsetter in fashion and
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many Otter things, but the city is generally
behind the rest of the nation in mass appeal
radio formats," says Michael McVay, whose
McVay Media provides programming consulting to more than 100 radio stations.
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Has AHILL
New Traffic 11
Billing System!
Premier from CBSI is the industry's first new
radio traffic and billing system in more than a
decade. It's designed to easily handle the complicated tasks of running major market stations,
duopolies and LMAs.
CBSI listened to what more than 2,000 radio
stations said they needed from asystem. This
information helped inspire features that have not
been available before CBSI's Premier Today they
are possible, thanks to CBSI's exclusive Highperformance Object Technology (H.O.T.Tm). Our
developers used H.O.T. to build CBSI's powerful,
new DeltaFlex-'Traffic
Engine to drive Premier
— and give you the
features you need.

HIGH PERHIRMANCE
111.1FC1 T111111111ier

«ir
or

Custom Business Systems, Inc.

Straight Talk From The Big Name In Broadcast Solutions

P.O. Box 67 •Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Call 800-547-3930 in the USA and Canada
Telephone 503 271-3681 •FAX 503 271-5721
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Call CBSI to learn more about
Premier, or about CBSI's new
versions of Classic and Elite
traffic and billing systems. Here's
asampling of Premier features
built into each system:
• Superior Copy Rotation
Create multiple plans and
hundreds of levels of
instructions; rotate by
percentage ratio; rotate spots
and tags. It's easy.
• Streamlined Order Entry
End the struggles of acomplex
contract, and keep it simple for
your client.
• User-Defined Confirmations
Get absolute clarity of the
contract for you and your client,
and customize it for your
specific needs.
• Exclusive CBSI Clipboard
Available for DOS and Windows
formats, now you can cut and
paste entire contracts easily.
• Pending Orders
Now your sales staff can enter
their own orders at the station
or from the field.
• Break Balancing
This time-saver balances
commercial breaks equally
among all your stations.
And there's more...
For example, revenue projections
far into the future, spot and
program avails projections,
powerful sales management
reports, operator rights and
security, CBSI interactive manuals,
avariety of log presentations, Laz
E-Formst and CBSI's faster than
ever backup utility.

are afraid to step out and take achance
because there's so much you can lose,"
McVay says. "Generally, New Yorkers sit
back and say, 'Let's wait and see what's successful elsewhere before we take achance.'"
New York is the largest and most listened
to radio market in the nation, even though
the number of stations in both the city and
its surrounding areas have shown little
growth in the past 20 years. The rest of the
country, in contrast, has seen in excess of a
10 percent increase in new stations over the
past five years.
The city's 17 million listeners can choose
from as many as 100 stations broadcasting
from New York, New Jersey, Connecticut
and beyond. The stations offer arich palette
of languages and cultures, with programming ranging from Sunday sermons at
Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist Church on
WRKS-FM to hardcore country on Laura
Cantrell's "Radio Thrift Shop" on WFMUFM.
The serious business
But the serious business of New York City
radio is measured on 23 stations that serve
the core urban market. Total revenue for
these stations in 1994 was $393.2 million,
according to New York Market Radio, an
organization that develops new business for
the city's broadcasters. (If you are tempted to
compare that figure with total Los Angeles

PINPOINT YOUR

market revenues, don't. The numbers are measured differently in
LA., making comparison between
the cities difficult and adding fuel
to the intense rivalry between the
two top U.S. radio markets.)
There are many misconceptions
about New York City radio, says
Sandy Josephson, executive director of the New York Market Radio
Association.
One
is
that
Manhattan dominates the market.
In fact, Manhattan represents only
9 percent of the metro listening
area. North and central New
Jersey command 31 percent of the
listeners, Long Island 16 percent
and the city's other boroughs alittle over 40 percent.
"People tend to think of the New
York market as Manhattan, but it
certainly doesn't represent the
whole market," Josephson says.
This leads to asecond misconception: that New Yorkers don't
drive. The numbers, Josephson
says, show the opposite is true. In
morning drive, 5.7 million adults
in the New York City area are listening to radios in their cars.
Between 10 a.m. and 3p.m., there are more
than four million auto-bound listeners.
"There's alot of driving in and out of the
city despite the fact that people take buses
and trains," Josephson says. "There are
short driving trips just to get to buses
le

LISTENERS

Maps are the Key!
+ Audience Statistics
Age/Sex/Race Data
Buying Trends (BPI),(CEX)
Business Profiles
Housing
Occupational (SOC)
1 Business Statistics
Retail Sales by Product
Store Counts
Industry Types
+ Geographic Boundaries
Retrieval Options:
Coverage Areas MSA
Zip Codes
DMA
Block Group
ADI
Census Tract
State
County
• Loyalty Database Services
Listener Geo-coding
Age/Sex/Race Data
Hot Zip Profiles

New York

Financial Snapshot
Market Rank: 1
Revenue Rank: 2
Number of AMs: 27
Number of FMs: 32

Our exhibits sell Your Ads!

Revenue 1991: $349 mil.
Revenue 1992: $348 mil.
Revenue 1993: $371.6 mil.
Revenue 1994: $419.7 mil.
Revenue 1995: $440.5 mil. est.
Revenue Growth
88-93: 4.0%
94-98: 5.9% est.
Local Revenue: 85%
National Revenue: 15%

&1wcrh1®
Established 1971
800-368-5754
FAX: 301-656-5341

Source:
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SOLD!
WJMZ-FM, Greenville
South Carolina from
AmCom Carolinas, Inc.,
George R. Francis, Jr.,
Chairman to ABS
Communications, Inc.,
Kenneth A. Brown, Chairman
for $5,300,000.
George I. Otwell
initiated the transaction.

and trains. Then there's atremendous amount
of driving from place to place outside the city."
New York's stations have the largest number of listeners of any market in the nation.
In arecent poll based on Arbitron surveys,
N.Y. outlets represented nine of the top 10
of America's most listened-to radio stations.
If there's any real trend in the New York
markets, it's the movement from broadcasting to narrowcasting. Driven by market
research and changing economics, the top
stations continue to slice and dice their pop
music formats into thinner niches.
Remarkable stories
The most remarkable programming story of
1995 is undoubtedly the strategy behind
Emmis Broadcasting's WRKS, KISS-FM.
Last January, KISS abandoned its urban contemporary format and became the first New
York station to specifically target an older

black audience by limiting its playlist to a
hybrid of "smooth R&B and classic soul."
Preferred artists in the format indude Luther
Vandross, Anita Baker and Barry White.
In just six weeks, KISS zoomed from 13th
to first place among listeners 25-54. The station continues to hold that first place position in the Arbitron Spring 1995 survey
with a6.7 share in 12+ ratings.
True to the New York market, however,
KISS did what had already been proven successful elsewhere. "What WRKS did was
already on the air in Washington, D.C., and
Atlanta and had been on the air for six or
seven years in Chicago," notes McVay.
Behind the dramatic success of KISS is the
nation's predominant ownership trend:
duopoly. For the first time, asingle owner
could use two or more major stations to cover abroader demographic sweep of asingle
group of listeners.

New York 911111

Radio Market Overview
Station
GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RANDALL E. JEFFERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
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Owner

Arbitron 12+
Spring '95

98.7

R&B Oldies

18.0

Emmis Radio Broadcasting

6.7

97.1
97.9

CHR/Urban
Spanish

14.0
4.5

Emmis Radio Broadcasting
Spanish Broadcasting System

6.1
5.0

WCBS-FM
WHTZ-FM

101.1
100.3

Oldies
CHR

27.0

CBS

4.6

15.5

Shamrock Broadcasting

4.6

WLTW-FM

106.7

Lite AC

WABC-AM

770

29.8
19.0

Viacom
Capital Cities/ABC

4.1
4.0

WINS-AM
WPLJ-FM
WXRK-FM

1010
95.5
92.3

News
Hot AC/'70s
Classic Rock

30.0
20.0

Group W Radio
Capital Cities/ABC

3.7
3.6

30.0

Infinity Broadcasting

3.3

WCBS-AM

880

News

WOOD-FM
WBLS-FM

101.9
107.5

Jazz/NAO
Urban

23.0
12.0

CBS
Tribune Broadcasting

3.2
3.0

11.0

Inner City Broadcasting

2.9

WOR-AM
WMXV-FM

710
105.1

News/Talk
Mix AC

21.0
20.0

Buckley Broadcasting
Bonneville International

2.9
2.6

Sports

36.8
9.0

Infinity Broadcasting
Park Acquisition

2.5
2.4

16.5
n/a

Group W
New York Times Co.

2.3
2.3

4.5
11.0

New York Times Co.
Evergreen Media

2.2
2.2

GAF Broadcasting Co.

2.0

660

Talk

WPAT-FM
WNEW-FM
WQXR-FM

93.1
102.7
96.3

Soft AC
Alternative Rock
Classical

WQEW-AM
WYNY-FM

1560
103.5

Nostalgia
Country

WAXQ-FM

104.3

AOR

/

//\

Stations are ranked in order of Arbitron Spring 1995 12 + ratings.
Information provided by BIA Publications, Inc. through its MasterAccess
Radio Analyzer Database Software.
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A cast of performers.
For more than 20 years, Inovonics has met the everyday
needs of broadcasters the world over with sensible,
top-quality broadcast products at down-to-earth prices.
222

,

Asymmetrical AM Low-pass Processor

Guarantees U.S. NRSC compliance, or is available in
several versions for international shortwave service.
250

Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Gated AGC, 5-band Compression and EQ, split-spectrum
Limiting—all with colorless PWM gain control. Manually
pre-program 4 processing presets, or place entirely
under computer/modem control via RS-232 bus.
255

II
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"Spectral Loading" FM Processor

Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music
formats. Gated AGC, 3-band Compression and Limiting;
unique "Spectral Loading" feature for a very aggressive
sound.
260

Multifunction FM/TV Processor

Stereo AGC — Compressor — Limiter ideal for TV-aural
and budget FMs. Split-spectrum dynamic control.
715

"DAVID" FM Processor /Stereo-Gen.

AGC — Compressor — Limiter, plus clean Digital Synthesis
of the multiplex baseband signal.
Internal RBDS/SCA
combining; amazing performance at low cost!
705 & 706

Digital Synthesis Stereo Generators

Choice of a no-frills, basic Stereo-Gen., or a full-featured
unit with metering and remote control.
Both have
patented overshoot compensation and a clean sound.
530

Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor

Tunable Mod-Monitor gives accurate measurement of
total mod., pilot injection, stereo separation, etc. The
peak flasher, metering and alarms may be remoted.
550

The "Sentinel" Monitor Receiver

All-mode radio tunes AMAX-spec C-QUAM ® Stereo,
FM/FMX ® Stereo and all analog and digital RBDS/SCA
subcarriers.
Comprehensive audio diagnostics permit
off-air evaluation, comparison and analysis.
Coming soon: An easy-to-use RBDS Encoder, and a Monitor/Decoder for use with any FM Mod-Monitor.

lnovonics, Inc.

1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 •TEL: (408)458-0552 •FAX: (408)458-0554
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There are lots of imitators
But there is only one...
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But don't take our word for it, hear it for yourself
Call toll free

800-747-6278
Extension 700
For acomplete demonstration of all SMARTS and SMARTCASTER products
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SMARTS Music Mix Scheduling System
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You'll hear it all, and see how atotally integrated digital system from
SMARTS Broadcast Systems can impact your station sound and your bottom
line.

m dSMARTS

'Broadcast Systems
P.O. Box 284 •2102 Main Street •Emmetsburg, IA 50536
Office: 800-747-6278 •Office Fax: 800-498-0618 •Sales: 800-498-0487 •Sales Fax: 800-398-8149
Outside U.S.: +1-712-852-4047 •Outside U.S. Fax: +1-712-852-5030
Internet: 75677,211 qCOMPUSERVE.COM
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Emmis Broadcasting already owned
WQHT-FM, Hot 97, which programs hip
hop music to under-25 listeners. In 1994,
when it bought KISS, Emmis found itself
with two stations competing against each
other with asimilar format. Positioning its
duo of FMs as ateam, the company made
the KISS format change in an attempt to
capture abroader segment of New York's
black listeners. The result: Emmis has
WRKS at number one and WQHT is number two 12+ with a 6.1 share in the
Arbitron Spring survey.
Judy Ellis, general manager of the two sta-

tions and a 19-year veteran of New York's
radio wars, says the duopoly arrangement
has been amajor success for both the stations and their listeners. "We have a 12.8
share of the market, so we must be doing
something right," she says.
Advertisers want radio
For KISS there is now awhole new category
of advertisers, Ellis says: "Broadway shows,
airlines, cellular phones, Cadillacs, BMWs,
Volvos, alot of upscale clients. We have an
older, very upscale audience. The advertisers
seem to want to be on our station."
Outside of some rivalry over promotions,
Ellis says there is absolutely no competition
between her stations. "We are each targeting
aspecific audience," she says.
Another shining New York success story
is WSKQ, New York City's only Hispanic
FM and the number three station 12+ in

the latest Arbitron ratings. The five-yearold station, owned by Spanish Broadcasting System (SBS), is the only foreign
language broadcaster to penetrate New
York's highly competitive top 10 on a 12+
basis (up from 4.4 to a 5.0 share in the
Spring survey).
With its spectacular ratings growth—the
station was ranked in the mid teens only a
year ago—came aboost to $20 million in
annual revenue, a dramatic 52 percent
increase over the previous year.
Key to the station's breakthrough was
abandonment of astrategy to try and be
everything to New York City's three
million Hispanics, which represent 16
percent of the city's total population.
Targeting a niche audience of
Caribbean listeners, WSKQ General
Manager and Programmer Alfredo
Alonso, hit the magic formula when he
created what is now called the Mega
97.9 format.
Alonso targeted Dominicans, Puerto
Ricans and Cubans, who comprise
about 80 percent of the New York
metro Hispanic population. The music
mix that ignited WSKQ's ratings consists of salsa (Caribbean dance),
merengue (Dominican dance),
American dance classics and contemporary American and Spanish ballads.
Some jocks alternately speak to the
audience in Spanish and English. The
station labels the format Hurban—
Hispanic urban. In the past year, it has
proven so successful that it's drawing
many non-Hispanic listeners to the station as well.
Oldies staple WCBS maintained a
4.6 share, coming in fourth 12+ in the
Spring Arbitrons, followed by modern
rock-leaning CHR WHTZ-FM; former AC
market leader WLTW-FM, news/talk
WABC; news/talk WINS; top 40 WPLJ-FM
and classic rocker WXRK-FM.
One station that realigned its programming after the ratings window closed and
whose progress will be interesting to track
in the Summer ratings is WNEW-FM. In
July, the station switched from mainstream
AOR to "rock alternative," aimed at adults
30-39. WNEW GM Kevin Smith defines
the format in terms of core artists: R.E.M.,
U2, Peter Gabriel, The Police, 10,000
Maniacs, Talking Heads, Sting, Pearl Jam,
Hootie and the Blowfish and Counting
Crows.
"We did research and found amajor hole
for adult alternative music in New York,"
Smith says. "Initial audience reaction has
been awesome, sensational."
Smith explains that the market is witness-

ing alot of refinement with its rock formats.
"The rock area is very lucrative," he says.
"It's just niching more and more."
While the niching of the New York market
might appeal to some listeners, it's been the
cause of much criticism from Gotham's cultural elite.
Outcry of criticism
In December 1993, WNCN-FM, amajor
classical station in the city for many years,
changed its call letters and became WAXQ,
a"pure rock" station. This led to an outcry
of criticism that New York radio was being
"dumbed down" for the mass audience.
Today, the only commercial classical station
in the city is WQXR-FM, owned by the
New York Times Co. "Classical is very
secure now," says Warren G. Bodow, president and general manager of WQXR and its
sister station WQEW-AM, which plays adult
standards.
"There are some formats in which only one
station can thrive and this is how it is in
New York now," Bodow says. "We have
picked up the WNCN audience so that we

are now offering our advertisers as much
audience on this one station as they had on
both stations acouple of years ago.
"When WNCN switched formats, both
stations prospered," he says. "Our revenue
and profitability shot way up but so did
theirs as an 18-to-34 rock station."
On the AM side, Bodow's WQEW has
found asuccessful niche targeting adults
over age 45 with a format that features
American popular standards. "It's avery,
very niched format," Bodow says. "But
e.
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the audience tends to be highly educated
and with ahigher income than the average
station. If you can operate a station like
this and watch your costs, it can work."
What are the near term prospects for the
New York radio market? All concur it will
remain highly profitable for the foreseeable
future. And all agree that the next five

years will bring more niche programming
and agreater concentration of ownership.
More duopolies are expected any day now.
"This market has not been dominated by
any one station," says Josephson. "The difference between station number one and station
number 10 or even 15 is relatively small. In
some markets you still have double digit

shares. The double digit share disappeared
from this market long ago. It's extremely
healthy here now for all the top stations." (!)
Frank Beacham is aNew York-based writer
and producer. He is aregular features correspondent for The Radio World Magazine. Visit
his Web site at http://www.beacham.com
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by

Judith

S

ometime in the summer of '64 or '65 it became clear that
radio was to be an inseparable part of my life. It was New
York City—Queens to be exact—stifling hot and my girlfriends and Ihung out at the neighborhood playground and
talked music non-stop.
"Do You Want to Know aSecret" had shot to number one and
we debated over whether John was better looking than Paul and
agreed that all four were cuter than any boys we knew.
We underscored our undying devotion by keeping individual
transistor radios glued relentlessly to our ears. What asight: six
pre-adolescents in lipstick, listening separately, together, to the
exact same music in an ecstatic clump of love-sickness on an
urban summer day.

I

Radio and Cocoa Puffs
Maybe, because the Big Apple was blessed with so many flag-

l

ship stations, Itook radio for granted, and grew up believing that
music, talk, voices of every sort emanating from alittle plastic
box were as natural as milk for breakfast and the rumble of the
elevated subways through ethnic neighborhoods nearby.
My earliest memories are of my father "shushing" us as WNEWAM's sounder signaled the beginning of the half-hourly newscasts

Gross

shut out the lights and put the transistor under my pillow, volume
just loud enough to hear the songs without giving my insomnia
away. WABC's "chime" gave the time at the end of nearly every
cut. To this day, there are songs Iremember that sound completely unnatural when they end without that little bell.
W-A-Beatle-C was my best friend until college days, when psychedelic FM with its long album cuts, stereophonic fidelity and
music-knowledgeable Dis took over. WNEW-FM led the way,
with WPIX-FM and later WPLJ-FM, pioneering the new sound
that was to force the stations of my childhood into an all-talk format to survive AM's declining popularity.
FM changed everything. Then came the anti-war movement, the
protest song era, the LSD quality to the music. Ispent adecade
on the radio doing news upstate and came back to adifferent
world of New York City radio. Gone were the days when 77 commanded 25 percent of the listening audience. With some 3040 signals tunable in Gotham, variety, if not loyalty is at least assured.

Smorgasbord for every taste
New York has become asmorgasbord for every niche taste imaginable. Iwake up to news on WCBS-AM or WINS. Icringe at
Rush Limbaugh on WABC and shake my head at the latest badand the all-important weather forecast. Later, when Ibecame a boyism from Howard Stern on WXRK-FM or Imus on WFAN. I
radio newscaster, Iimitated those stately, serious five-minute casts
can still catch my beloved Mets (in last place, of course) with
that were deeply ingrained in my subconscious.
announcer Bob Murphy on all-sports WFAN. Country, rap, soul,
WNEW gave me alove for the classics of pop: Nat King Cole,
classic rock are all just apush-button away.
Tony Bennett, Ella Fitzgerald. William B. Williams, having inherWDRE-FM in nearby bong Island pioneers the modern rock
ited the "make believe ballroom," filled me with reverence for
sound that has become so much apart of today's mainstream
The Chairman of the Board, old Blue Eyes himself. To this day, I radio; CD-101 (WQCD-FM) introduces anew style of popular
can't put on my Sinatra CDs without the feeling that Iam back
jazz; while WBGO-FM across the river in New Jersey sends the
in my mother's kitchen, eating Cocoa Puffs and hearing those
sweetest sounds of traditional jazz into aSaturday cocktail rengolden voices from the 1130 dial position.
dezvous or brunch on aSunday afternoon.
Idiscovered transistor radios at the same time Iheard The
Now there's radio to jog through Central Park to; radio to eat
Beatles for the first time on 77, WABC. At five minutes before the
takeout to and radio to catch snippets of as we New Yorkers hurhour, when 77 aired ABC news, by reflex we switched over to 540
ry—and we always hurry—from one fast-paced moment to the next.
WMCA for the Good Guys, to hear five more minutes of the Fab
And on one summer Saturday recently, as Iwas cabbing it from
Four before that station then aired news and we'd go back down
the east side to the west side through the park, there was Big Dan
the AM band to what became my radio home for many years after.
Ingram's sexy voice, over WCBS-FM on his weekend gig. He was
naming the honor group of the day (people who talk with their
Go to sleep
mouths full) and counting down the songs from the '60s. "Do
You Want To Know A Secret" once again filled my ears. Ismiled
WABC. The avuncular cheer of Harry Harrison, the maniacal
ughter of Ron ("Hello Love") Lundy and the double entendres
at my radio memories. Iwas truly home.
fKimosabe Big Dan Ingram were my constant companions.
hen, at night, everybody's Cousin Brucie Morrow counted
Judith Gross is president of JG Communications, awriting/public
own the top 20 songs.
relations firm that specializes in broadcast and pro-audio technology.
i After my mother told me for the third time to go to sleep, I'd
She proudly resides in New York.
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Call the Pioneers!

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology

And you won't pay any more than you would buying direct from

to the broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT

the manufacturer. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks with

terminals in the USA. Today there are over 100,000!

spacetime for coast-to-coast stereo audio starting at just
$1,295 per month! Look to us for:

Over the years, we've installed more than 80 uplinks and over
one thousand remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed afew
trails including the first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital
audio and data networks in the USA, Venezuela, and the
Bahamas; the first "store &forward" locali7ed satellite audio
networks in the USA and Thailand; and the first VSAT SCPC
paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

qComStream DigitalAudio Satellite Network Equipment
qSatellite Data Networks
qNetwork Design &Licensing
qDomestic &International Spacetime
q24-Hour Technical Support
qInstallation &Training
qLease Financing

Experience and service is why NSN Network Services is the
nation's preferred choice for VSAT networks and the largest
authorized distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment.

303 *949.7774

800•345•V8 413
1

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES
sm
Avon, Colorado USA

Fax 303.949.9620
E-mail: sales@vsat.nsnnet.com
tech@vsat.nsnnet.com

NSN is an authorized distributor of Gilat, ComStream, GE Spacenet, and other fine satellite and broadcast communications products.
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Remove Your Caps
And Sit Up Straight
by

Harry

Cole

Ownership Deregulation Is aComplex Issue
With Likely Dramatic Impact. How Carefully
Has the Industry Thought It Through?

D

id you ever notice something about
shopping malls?
You go to amall in some exotic
city, far away from your own little backwater
home and you get the strange sense that that
mall is just the same as your own local mall
back home. You look around and see the
same frau-frau kitchen supply stores, the
same hip clothing stores, the same quirky
gadget stores, the same racy lingerie stores,
the same high-end department stores, etc.
Is it possible that the radio industry is
about to get "mall-ified?”
Eliminate limitations
As you likely have heard, Congress is seriously considering (and by the time this gets
into print, may already have enacted) legislation that would eliminate just about all ownership limitations for the radio industry. No
more national ownership caps. No more
local ownership caps. Own as many stations
as you want wherever you want.
What does that have to do with
malls? Maybe nothing at all. Maybe
the overall shape and sound of the
radio industry would not be substantially affected by such adramatic change in ownership rules.
But in our view, there is areasonable likelihood that elimination of
ownership restrictions could have
serious, far-reaching effects.
18
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Here is what could happen. First, the caps
get lifted, possibly before the end of 1995.
Because of press reports over the past several months heralding the likely lifting of
caps, motivated entities (mainly, major group
broadcasters with gazillions in cash and the
goal of expanding their station portfolios)
have already had plenty of opportunity
to make their plans and
probably sign up tentative acquisitions.
Shortly after the
caps are lifted, we
should start to see
the first of several
waves of assignment applications,
as the big guys
start to buy up the
little
guys.
Subsequent waves
of assign-
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ments would probably occur in akind of ripple-reaction. As word gets out in agiven
market that anationally dominant group
owner is coming to town, there is likely to
be aflurry of transactions, as other little
guys already in the market opt to get out
before competition gets too ugly, while other
big guys follow their national competition
into each market and try to take advantage
of the little guys' willingness to get out.
Bear in mind, too, that buyers' acquisition
interests would not necessarily be limited to
the kinds of specific
urban markets usually
deemed e
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CLOSED!
KIIX-AM/KTCL-FM,
Wellington/Ft. Collins
Colorado from U.S. Media
Colorado Limited Partnership,
Michael R. Kassner, President, to
Tsunami Communications,
Inc., Anthony A. Galluzzo,
President, for $3,950,000.
Brian E. Cobb
and
Charles E. Giddens
initiated the transaction.
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desirable. With no ownership caps, buyers
may be inclined to buy not only historically
attractive urban markets, but also smaller
stations on the periphery of such markets, or
possibly stations adjacent to major highways
between such markets.
Within a year or two

It things were to tollow this hypothetical
scenario, at some point shortly after the
elimination of caps—say, within ayear or
two—ownership of the radio industry would
likely have been consolidated to asubstantial
degree.
Now, if you were agroup owner with a
bunch of newly acquired stations, what would
you do—especially if you just paid awhole lot
of money for those stations? You'd probably
try to reduce operating expenses as much as
possible. And how would you do that? One
pretty obvious way would be to trim programming costs by networking your most successful announcers and firing the rest.
The result of such amove would be something akin to the "mall" effect. You could
travel far and wide and still find the same
old familiar voices on the radio, wherever
you went.
This phenomenon is already apparent in
limited ways—Howard Stern being one of the
earliest and most notable examples. But we
anticipate that, with substantially increased
consolidation, it would extend far beyond
unique personalities like Stern and into more
routine programming areas. We envision a
time when apurely local station with purely
local announcers, news, weather, etc. will be
the rare exception, rather than the rule.
Such avision flies in the face of communications policy as it was conceived and fostered over the last 60 to 75 years.
Historically, broadcasters have been expected to provide local service to local audiences, addressing local issues and concerns.
While some traditionalists may continue in
that vein despite total deregulation of ownership caps, they would likely find the going
to be rugged against national group owners.
The familiar, the common, the safe

MEDIA VENTURE
PARTNERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO •CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
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Of course, it is possible that such achange
would be consistent with the evolution of
our American society and culture in the latter part of the 20th century. Perhaps the cultural homogenization process of malls and
(possibly) radio programming reflects not
only smart commercial instincts on the part
of retailers and broadcasters, but also some
inchoate need in society for the familiar, the
common, the safe.
Despite the geographical size of our country and the traditional sense of regional
identities, we are fast becoming closely inter-
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connected through the availability of air
travel, phone service, computer interconnections and the like. Could it be time to
encourage agreater sense of national—as
opposed to regional or local—identity
through the encouragement of national programming?
Unfortunately, the public debate surrounding the proposed lifting of ownership caps
has not addressed such interesting and
important issues. Instead, the debate has

The debate has
focused on the claim
that "deregulation
will lead to more
competition."
Alga\
focused on the claim that "deregulation will
lead to more competition," which supporters
of the elimination of caps chant in mantralike fashion, while opponents counter with
their own mantra that "ownership deregulation will lead to excessive consolidation."
Simplistic lines
Debate along those simplistic lines is fallacious and unhelpful. First, we think it is obvious that the proposed ownership deregulation will decrease competition in the radio
industry, notwithstanding the claims of proponents of deregulation. But we also think
that opponents of such deregulation have not
dearly explained what "excessive" consolidation might be. It is possible that some consolidation may be acceptable, even desirable; it
is also possible that some consolidation may
be unacceptable and undesirable.
What is plainly undesirable is the failure of
Congress—and most broadcasters, for that
matter—to address these fundamental questions in any meaningful fashion. Like it or
not, broadcasting as amedium has acrucial
role not only in shaping opinions about specific issues, but also in shaping our self-perception as asociety.
That latter role should be carefully considered before substantial changes—whether
they be called "deregulation" or something
else—are adopted.
Harry Cole is aprincipal in the Washingtonbased law firm of Bechtel & Cole, Chartered.
He is aregular correspondent for The Radio
World Magazine.
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Investors Eye Middle and
Small Radio Markets In the Face
Of Ownership Deregulation
by

N

Frank

Mon

ro

deregulation. However, the foresight of these
ow that both the House and Senate
investors presents them with another chalhave enacted their versions of radio
lenge: the need for financing.
deregulation legislation, all eyes are
Many institutional lenders are more skeptical
on President Clinton to see if he will veto
about the fallout from complete deregulation.
the bill. Trying to predict whether or not the
Some will not gear afinancing package unless
president will veto the legislation is somethe stations have solid performance records
what like reading tea leaves.
and the deal is big enough to make it worth the
Still, analysts are getting down and dirty
with speculation on the potential impact of lender's while; that is, amulti-city, multi-station
deal. Stations that fall into these criteria may
the telecom bill, which—under both the
not be the bargains that would make such early
House and Senate versions—would effectively
action worthwhile. Those stations are already
repeal most radio ownership limitations
in demand even without deregulation.
imposed by the FCC.
Some investors are approaching this task
Most agree that radio ownership deregulaon amore modest level. They have their
tion would drive prices up and cause abuysights set on afew standing frenzy of stations
alone stations that are
throughout the country.
not attracting alot of
In particular, station
attention in the short
groups in small- and medirun, with hopes that
um-size markets would be
they will be in large
targeted, since many of
demand down the road
those markets have not yet
when the big players
been carved up by the
move their bidding wars
media powerhouses.
to these smaller markets.
As aresult of these preSome of these entrepredictions, many investors
neurs are attempting relaare trying to get an early
tively small private placejump on the scramble to
ment
offerings
to
buy these stations, and corassemble investors for
ner afew small markets.
their initial standalone
In recent months, I
President Clinton:
acquisitions. Thereafter,
have received calls
Will he or won't he?
they hope to develop
from would-be buyenough momentum to successfully obtain
ers interested in stations or station groups in
institutional financing.
markets in the 200s.
In going after those relatively small stations
Others are looking for AM stations in the
top 50 markets. Almost all tend to prefer a in middle-tier markets, there are several
things to look out for. Obviously, you want
degree of regional concentration, though
to review the physical and financial characsome are looking nationwide. All of these
teristics of the station.
individuals have the same thing in mind:

The potential for upgrades and doubling
up, and the proximity of large population
groupings (resort towns, military installations, universities) are all important. But you
also want to review the demographics of the
area. Is it economically depressed? Does it
provide agood pool of local advertisers?
Who owns the other stations in town?
One concern might be that all or most of
the other stations in town are owned by a
single family. Such concentration of wealth
is not uncommon in smaller towns.
Frequently, these local big shots also own or
control the largest local advertisers (the local
furniture store chain, the local agribusiness
or restaurant chain) and are well connected
with the community and its civic leaders.
In fact, sometimes they are the civic leaders. These local chieftains are usually very
reluctant to relinquish control of aradio station. Moreover, if they already have aconcentration of the best radio properties in the
market, they may be the preferable takeover
targets during the post-deregulatory buying
frenzy. In this case, you may be left trying to
compete against anational chain with a
standalone that is losing value.
Beyond this you should pick your properties with your objectives in mind. It comes
as no surprise that many investors who are
looking to buy these stations in small and
medium markets do not intend to be longterm station operators.
They are looking instead to get in on the
ground floor and reap ahandsome profit
after deregulation. Therefore, when looking
at aset of stations or alternatively, when
assembling aset, be sure you have agood
management team in place. Also, don't just
jump at alow purchase price. Review the e
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big picture. Would the stations, as aset, be
changes in the broadcast ownership rules
as it sounds. Depending on the size of your prian attractive acquisition for alarge group
may seem somewhat presumptuous to a vate offering, various federal and state laws that
owner? Would they cover and hence, fill a bank that has to finance the project.
regulate the sale of securities may be triggered.
regional coverage gap? Is the whole greater
Still, don't kid yourself. Beyond all their
A first step is to find out whether these
than the sum of its parts? These are some of skepticism, these institutional lenders have
laws apply to you, then seek professional
the criteria that should be considered in
their own eye on Capitol Hill and the White
assistance in the preparation of abusiness
selecting your acquisitions.
House. If you can put together asolid package
plan and aprivate placement memorandum.
As mentioned, some of these small or
and business plan, the interest could be there.
The distribution of your private placement
medium market acquisitions may not proThere is also the private placement option.
memo can be handled on your own or
vide alarge enough package to interest some
This refers to going out and assembling agroup
through investment bankers who will charge
of the large institutional lenders. Also, your
of investors to fund the acquisitions. However,
afee for their consultation services.
plan to cash in on future deregulatory
putting agroup together is not as cut and dry
As with investors, there are many investment banker groups who have themselves
focused on small and medium broadcast markets as potential investment opportunities.
It is impossible to predict with certainty what
form the two versions of the legislation (House
and Senate) will take when combined in
Conference Committee, or whether President
Clinton will sign or veto the legislation.
Still, the political climate in Washington is
Did you know that you can use your RBDS signal for
currently
blowing in aderegulatory direcpaging applications?
tion, and we have already seen loosening of
The SC-100 RBDS Generator from CAL makes it
easy for your station to produce new revenue streams from

Now Paging You...

via RBDS

RBDS today. You can lease out group 7 of your RBDS signal
for paging networks. Or you can use the built in mini-terminal
program system that will support up to 300 pagers. This
small in house network takes only minutes to program!
In addition to paging you can use RBDS to control
automated billboard signs, and send additional text streams
to special receivers. Or lease out group 3 of the RBDS signal
for global positioning localizer information.
The CAL SC-100 fully supports the RBDS standard
and is built to grow with RBDS as you do. Many of the RBDS
generators on the market today support just part of the standard. What they are missing could cost you money!
RBDS is an exciting new technology that can
increase your stations revenue today. The SC-100 lets you
take advantage of all that RBDS has to offer. We have a
comprehensive guide that explains all of the ways that RBDS
can benefit your station now. Call, or fax us for a free copy
today!
The CAL SC-100 lets you light up your
listeners' new "smart radios" and make
money from RBDS today!
Order yours now!
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many of the FCC's ownership restrictions
The recent acquisitions of CBS, ABC/Cap
Cities and Shamrock are aclear indication
that the big wars in major markets are
already being waged. Those who can anticipate the future battlegrounds and predict
the result of these trends could be the next
giants in the business.
Frank Montero is acommunications attorney
and partner with the Washington, D.C., law
firm Fisher Wayland Cooper Leader and
Zaragoza, L.L.P. He is aregular correspondent for The Radio World Magazine.
Contact the firm regarding finance and FCCrelated matters at 202-775-5662; or fax: 202296-6518.
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PROGRAMMING PROFILE

As WHJY-FM Rocks, Liberty
Outlet Rolls in the Ratings
hy

/

tappears to be aperfect fit. WHJY-FM
in Providence, RI., has solid, time-tested
management, dynamic on-air talent and
an audience that's proven its hunger for
album rock music in a relatively "underradioed" market.
Perhaps more importantly, the numbers
reflect the favorable mix of elements. In the
Spring 1995 Arbitron rankings, the Liberty
Broadcasting outlet soared at number one
12+ with a9.0 share.
The station is also tops with the 25-34 target demo, and "in almost all key demos,
except for 35+," says Vice President and
General Manager Jim Corwin. And that's
with four other AOR stations grasping for a
slice of the rock pie. In fact, anew modern
rock station recently joined the airwaves.
According to Corwin, a big part of 94
WHJY's success is its location: "Providence
is apassionate rock'n'roll town," he says,
calling the state capital "one of the top five
markets in the country" in terms of die-hard
rock and rollers. A guitarist himself, Corwin
is right at home in Providence.
"WHJY came on the air in 1981 and filled

Page

Chichester

ahuge void that had existed in this market
for along time," he says. "When WHJY
debuted, it hit the airwaves with an 8.8
share, which is an enormous debut for a
rock radio station."
More often than not
During its early years, the station remained
in the top five, occasionally rising to the top
slot. But in the past three
years, WHJY has more
often than not ranked at
number one. In fact, it's
been number one 12+ in
seven of the last 10 books.
In addition to geographic factors, Crown credits
Bill Weston, the station's
PD since 1989, with shepherding the station's success. "He's the kind of
guy who has asixth sense
about music—just an
incredible music sense,"
Corwin says.
Weston responds that

he just sticks to basics: listening to the audience and playing what they like. "If it tests
and the audience thinks it's rock'n'roll, hey,
their perception is the reality," he says. He
stresses, however, that the station can't
become static and must change with the
times. New music is eased into the mix,
Weston says, letting the sound evolve with
listeners' tastes.

BEST
lorning

& At
IiI1
Above, Paul & Al, "Rhode Island's
best morning team"; and left,
WHJY's Saleen Dream Machine
Qiveaway at Northeast Tech.
Sitting atop the country's number 31 market, Weston takes special pride in being a
rock station. "There aren't many in the top
50 markets," he notes. "That's something
I'm pretty proud to be apart of"
When it comes to specific bands and
playlists, Weston defers to his music
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director, who blends heritage acts with mainstream and modern rock. The overriding
challenge is "taking all these bands that
sound very different and being able to segue
from The Who to Catherine Wheel,"
Weston says. "The key is making it all sing."
Sings praises
Mission accomplished, according to
Corwin, who sings the praises of his PD.
"When Ihired Bill, he told me his goal was
to take the station into double digits," he
recalls. Weston accomplished that just last
summer, when the station hit a 10.6 share
12+, its highest rating ever.
Weston also brought an element of stability
to the station. Before his arrival, WHJY had
seen six PDs pass through in seven years.
That stability has helped Weston formulate a
programming philosophy.
In addition to playing the requisite hits,
Weston says his goal is to "entertain the
pants off the listeners, so they don't know
what's coming next."
The station's on-air talent, which Corwin
calls a"dream team," provides plenty of surprises. Mornings are ushered in by Paul &
Al, formerly "The Goofy White Dudes" of
Mobile, Ala. Corwin describes them as topical, cynical rock and rollers, the kind of guys
who are funny enough to make you choke on
your hamburger or spew your beer.
The midday "nut" is Amy Hagan, and 7
p.m. to midnight is "outrageous" Jeff
Charles' turf. Afternoon drive belongs to
Carolyn Fox, whose humor Weston
describes as "blue, unpredictable and shocking." When she's not bringing listeners into
the studio to have unmentionable body
parts pierced, she's hosting her Fox Friday
barroom broadcast. Fox has even brought a
dairy cow into the studio for amilking contest as atie-in to Aerosmith's "Get aGrip"
album.
Concentrate on the show

Being number one allows Corwin and
Weston to skip billboard and TV advertising
and concentrate on the show, investing heavily in top talent. Rapid-fire entertainment is
the benchmark—that and what Corwin calls
an "in-your-face approach to rock radio."
"All our time and effort goes into making
'HJY an irreverent, wild radio station,"
Corwin says. "Radio's got to be larger than
life."

o

Page Chichester is a Roanoke, Va. -based
journalist and an occasional essayist for
WVTF-FM, the local NPR affiliate. He is a
regular features correspondent for RWM; last
month he tackled the topic of broadcast education vs. real-world experience.
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Trends in Business Applications, Information Systems and Strategic Planning

Fine Tuning Radio's Own
Marketing Practices
For Greater Consumer Franchises
Generating consumer-specific marketing clout by
extending an already established listener base will be
key for radio to effectively participate in today's mediarich environment.
Working within any given budgetary constraints, it
boils down to the best way radio owners and managers
can market their station (or group of stations) to all consumers in the local marketplace.
The lesson here makes for smart business conditions.
Radio stations must grow their audience-specific listener franchises that incorporate age groups with similar
lifestyle and buying habits. In so doing, it will translate
into consumer-specific franchises for target minded
advertisers, who now comprise the majority of the
advertising world.
Crafting the image
In essence, this involves fine-tuning radio's own
marketing practices by first establishing and then
strategically using listener database software to
create a clearly defined image consistent throughout all advertising and promotional marketing
vehicles.
"Positioning statements and radio (advertising) campaigns in general must create an emotional bond
between the listener and the station," notes radio marketing consultant Robert Dunphy, former vice president
of programming for adult contemporary WMXV-FM New
York ("The Mix") and current president of New York
City's Dunphy Strategic Media.
For descriptive positioning statements or slogans
that appear on TV spots and billboards as well as
through direct mail and print ads (or any combination of those mediums), the key is to avoid ambiguity. The last thing any marketing campaign strategy
should do is create confusion in the minds of consumers.
Rather, the main objective of the marketing campaign
should be to address how your station—in terms of programming, personalities and/or station heritage—differentiates itself from competitors.
If astation's budget allows, Dunphy advises using two
media in a radio campaign, such as television and billboards or direct mail, to extend the reach of the message to all consumers as well as to reinforce the "comfort zone" for current listeners.
Detailing core audiences
Before creating a cume-building marketing strategy,

stations must identify as precisely as possible their
listener composition—that is, the core audience for
their programming.
This should include age and gender data, of course.
But more importantly within today's multimedia arena,
stations need to compile general qualitative and consumer behavioral information about their audience in
order to promote properly and, at the same time,
expand the listener base.
"Radio executives must have 'exacting' knowledge of
their core listeners and promote to those consumers in
much the same way advertisers target market their
products and services," suggests Kirk Stirland, chief
operating officer for Media Marketing Technologies,
Pacific Palisades, Calif. "If you know the lifestyle and
consumer characteristics of current listeners, your marketing plan can focus on finding and attracting more
(listeners) just like them."
Stirland oversees a research service for radio known
as MediaMaps, which, through a station's listener database, interprets data involving geographic location of
core listeners by neighborhood block groups, along
with their lifestyle behavior and product consumption
traits.
Selling the qualitative
After executing acomprehensive marketing strategy to
shore up all available listeners, radio sales personnel
can then move more easily beyond traditional cost-perpoint selling to the qualitative sell—a battle cry for
years among many radio broadcasters—by presenting
media buyers with the lifestyle and buying behavior
characteristics of their listenership. In essence, radio
stations should structure a qualitative model or paradigm of their listeners.
Because radio offers advertisers a more targeted audience for matching consumers with a product or service
than other electronic mediums, a growing number of
radio broadcasters have already begun stressing qualitative/lifestyle research in their sales presentations.
This approach has become a critical element for
expanding advertising bases, the leading priority for
modern-day radio.
Increasing use
The increasing use of qualitative audience information
by radio broadcasters is reflected by Arbitron's recent
move to incorporate some key Scarborough Qualitative
research data in its quarterly local market reports,
which began in 58 markets with the Spring 1995 survey
reports released in July.
It is anticipated by all interested parties that the inclusion of this data in Arbitron reports will only heighten
the visibility of qualitative data at the media buying
level.
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Futurescope: Rekindling
Innovation in Broadcasting's
New Economic Era
With the prospect for greater concentration of radio
ownership, which many industry leaders believe will
lead to more economically efficient operations, owners and programmers alike must consider rekindling
the spirit of local program innovation that permeated
the industry in the mid 1980s, radio's last financial
boom.
This period was truly radio's greatest program experimentation era, spawning alternative format directions.
From new age to all-weather to children's programming, many innovative "niche" formats were launched.
Some survived while others failed. However, each
attempt was carefully observed and privately applauded within many sectors of the radio industry. And each
involved a new approach to conventional radio programming.
Case in point is the risk-taking of Emmis Broadcasting
in 1987 when it launched the highly specialized, allsports WFAN-AM in New York. There might not be a
local all-sports radio format today or a successful way
of programming sports around-the-clock if WFAN hadn't
paved the way.
It's no secret that the financial crunch and subsequent
cost-cutting mentality that engulfed commercial radio in
the early 1990s created a "survivor syndrome" among
broadcasters, many of whom either subscribed to
proven satellite-delivered 24-hour formats or struck
local marketing (program) agreements with more profitable crosstown rivals. The latter, in many cases, led to
the same format simulcasted over one-time competitors.
Another consequence has been the downsizing of station personnel as radio groups gobble each other up, a
trend that continues today. Due to these various corporate maneuvers, many new programming ideas have
not been acted upon.
With the potential move toward an expanded local
and national station ownership landscape, radio
programmers, whether those employed by large
station groups or by the more successful suburban
stations, should seize the opportunity to implement
new local program approaches, especially in those
markets that have several similar-sounding formats.
This action will only foster the revenue growth of radio
among an ever-discerning advertising community. The
reason: New programming ideas lead to new qualitative
selling concepts for attracting today's marketers. Let us
not forget that programming is the backbone of a radio
station.
One successful approach in local radio programming today is the airing of diverse but targeted formatic elements such as those employed by WKXWFM Trenton, which bills itself "New Jersey 101.5."
The station combines issue-oriented telephone talk
with oldies music directed at the baby-boomer audience.
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The Landscape
Financial Boost To New Business Deals: Aside from
proposed government deregulation of ownership rules,
there also exist some very good financial indicators for
growing radio businesses.
First, the inflation rate remains relatively low in the
U.S. (about 3.5 percent), as well as throughout the
industrialized world, according to a report from the
Paris-based Organization for Economic Corporation
and Development, which tracks inflation on a global
basis.
Second, with recent interest rate declines, the U.S.
economy, spurred by signs of increased retail sales
during late spring and early summer, should pick up
momentum during the second half of 1995.
These economic barometers give added support to
one of Management Journal's top recommendations for
the radio executive of the mid-'90s: Expand through
business deals that have worldwide impact.
It makes excellent strategic sense to build upon one's
position by owning and operating multiple stations in a
desired marketplace through acquisitions, particularly if
there is a rebounding economy.
But radio's owners and managers—station, network, syndication and rep executives alike—must
ask themselves how they want to position their companies in the new, evolving media world five to 10
years into the future. The answer may lie in expansion through international co-ventures and partnerships.
This process includes examining joint programming
and/or ownership venture possibilities with foreign
media companies as well as initiating deals with
those multinational communications concerns
involved in "high-tech" media. The latter would allow
traditional radio companies to enter other forms of
wireless communication such as paging on an international basis.
The first major step is to identify global media trends
and up and coming foreign media companies, particularly in radio programming, syndication and sales, as
well as any existing governmental barriers to full or partial ownership/investment.
This information can be researched by reviewing several international business and media publications and
by contacting a particular country's U.S. Consulate or
UN Mission, which, in many cases, can supply you
with pertinent broadcast rules and regulations.
Keep in mind that many international media companies still look to the U.S. and its media as the leaders
for setting the telecommunications pace around the
world.
Vincent M. Ditingo is a business writer and media consultant, as well as an adjunct assistant professor of
communications at St. John's University in New York. He
authored the recently published Focal Press book, The
Remaking Of Radio, which addresses the restructuring
of the radio business during the 1980s and early 1990s.
Management Journal appears monthly in The Radio
World Magazine.

FORMAT FOCUS

Research
Invades the
One-Time
Free-Form
Universe of
Modern
Rock Radio
by

Cara

Jepsen

Modern Rock Radio Is Hot,
Thanks in Large Part to Market Research.
But Does That Take the Punch Out of "Alternative" Radio?

B

esides being pigeonholed with alabel like hippie or slacker, or
having aTV show like "Thirtysomething" or "My So-Called
Life" that purports to define its parameters, one of the best
indicators that ageneration has come of age is when it gets its own
radio format.
In the 1950s, it was rock'n'roll radio. The '70s spawned AOR.
Now twentysomethings have modern or "alternative" rock radio.
Some stations, like KROQ-FM in Los Angeles, WHFS-FM in
Washington and WFNX-FM in Boston, have been playing alternative
music since the early days. But it wasn't until Nirvana broke big in 1992
that commercial radio programmers really perked up their corporate ears
and suburban slackers were finally able to hear their music on the radio.
Today, there is some type of alternative rock outlet in nearly every
top 100 market, and several cities boast two stations.
Radio is catching up
"Once again, radio is catching up with the listeners," says John
Gorman, vice president of operations at WMMS-FM in Cleveland,

which switched to modern rock last year. "People discovered Nirvana
and Pearl Jam despite radio's lack of exposure, through acombination of word of mouth and reading publications like Spin. Radio
eventually caught up, but there was definitely an interest in the
music before radio started playing it. Programmers wondered why it
was selling, but they weren't playing it."
Modern rock stations range from top 40 versions like Chicago's Q101 WKQX or New York's Z100 WHIZ-FM, which play the same
song several times aday, to the more adventurous REV-105 KREV
in Minneapolis, which often plays indie-label artists and sounds
more like acollege station. Whatever the mix, the more successful
stations use research and lots of it.
Fred Jacobs of Jacobs Media was hired by alternative rocker 91X
XTRA in San Diego (actually based in Tijuana) to do research and
ended up in aconsulting capacity. It was there that Jacobs, who is
credited with developing the classic rock format, learned about the
alternative rock format.
"We realized that modern rock was not just aleft coast
September 1995
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phenomenon; it could happen everywhere," he
recalls. "The reason it wasn't happening in
other places was the uniquely bad state of
many stations that were doing modern rock
throughout the country. In the early '80s, most
of them had bad signals or screwy ownership.
The rest of the industry looked at it as aperennial with two successful stations in California."
Jacobs did further research using focus
groups, and found that there was ayoung
market out there looking for aformat. "A lot
of mainstream stations were skewing very
old, 35-54. My question was, was the youngend stuff going to be modern rock or heavy
metal? My gut said modern rock."
Jacobs' instinct was right. Today he consults 18 alternative rock stations, about 13 of
which call themselves The Edge. Jacobs
encourages his stations to do their own
research, including weekly call-outs to help
shape playlists.
WKQX's Bill Gamble in Chicago also likes
to hear what listeners think. As aconsultant
to several stations, and as program director of
the number two station 18-34 in the competitive Chicago rock market, Gamble is one of
the format's success stories. After months of
research (initially by John Parikhal of Joint
Communications), Q-101 switched from a
failing adult contemporary format to alternative in July 1992. Young women were selected
as the primary target audience.
"There are alot of radio stations that tend
to position themselves for guys, where you
have girls that dress up in hot pants and
satin jackets that pass out stuff," Gamble
says. "We certainly want women to listen; we
certainly want men to listen. But we believe
by remembering that women want to rock,
we become their first choice."
After the first six months, utilizing research
results, Gamble skewed the station toward
both men and women. It's worked: The station has dimbed steadily in the ratings.
Responsive to listeners
Gamble says his station is successful
because it's responsive to its listeners. Q101's 10-person research staff pays close
attention to calls on the listener comment
line, reads faxes from listeners, tests songs
over the phone and talks to focus groups
about their preferences. In the past year,
Gamble expanded his music department and
implemented more types of non-quantifiable
research; his "mini A&R department," as he
calls it, has staffers going to clubs to find
bands and surfing the Internet for ideas.
Not everyone, however, thinks that intense
research is doing modern rock any favors. "I
think it depends on how it's used," says
radio consultant Dennis Constantine. "If it's
used as atool, it's fine; if it's used as abible,
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it can create problems. There has to be some
You can put aCD player in your car just as
gut involved, some feeling involved."
easily as acassette deck."
Constantine adds that research often results
Most advocates of research agree that while
in programming that's aimed toward the lowit should be used to test songs and products
est common denominator. "They research all
that already exist, it cannot be used to prethe positives and negatives and find out what
dict the future. "It's hard to test what doeshas the most in common with the largest
n't exist," Jacobs says. "Research helps the
amount of people, and then prune it down to
existing product along, but it's not good for
the essence," he says. "Q-101 plays 400 to
estimating something new."
500 songs, tops. The songs they play are the
Gorman says that all research should be taksongs that appeal to the most people. If a en with agrain of salt: "Research is good, but
song doesn't meet their research goals, they
it should be used as amap. If you use it as an
just won't play it."
instrument, you won't succeed. It's just aguide
that says Iam going down the right street. It's
an added tool, but it doesn't drive the station."
Since the modern rock format is based on
new music, its future depends on what the
record companies have to offer. "We're very
much dependent on them and their ability
to cherrypick talent," Jacobs says.
But the record companies are equally
dependent on radio. "Our bands could sell
records, but could they sell as many?" asks
Geffen Records publicist Dennis Dennehey.
"The answer to that is aresounding no.
Basically, (modern rock radio) is where
they build their fan base. The people who
react to the music first are modern rock
radio fans.
"Before Beck had avideo out, and
before Weezer had its video, KROQ in
Los Angeles and KNDD in Seattle
added them and forced MTV to take
notice," Dennehey says. "If ICROQ had
never played Offspring, nothing ever
So why
would have happened. The same was true for
not just read the trades or copy
Nirvana and for the Breeders, Counting
someone else's playlist? "There seems to be a Crows, Urge Overkill and Sonic Youth."
lot more independent thinkers in this format," Gorman says. "You're getting alot Attractive to advertisers
more regionalism that you haven't really had
Then there are the listeners. What makes the
since the early-or mid-1970s. In fact, this forso-called Generation X-ers so attractive to promat depends on alot of local color and playgrammers and advertisers? "According to our
ing local music. It's important that the radio
national study, 18-to-29 year olds are active in
station be apart of the local scene. That
terms of going out and doing things," Reising
gives each station aunique flavor."
says. "There seems to be this misconception
"A hit is ahit, of course," says KOME-FM
that everybody's angry and they don't want a
Operations Manager Ron Nenni. The San
job and Idon't think that's true at an. They're
Francisco station switched from AOR to
professionals and consumers, and they're
modern rock in the spring of 1994, and
establishing their buying habits now. If Iwere
competes against modern rocker KSJO in
an advertiser and Iwanted people to buy my
the market. "But there are certain nuances
product, I'd go ahead and establish brand prefand tastes of amarketplace that you should
erence now. These people are going to grow
try to capture. It's also important for staup. If you slight them now, don't expect their
tions to differentiate themselves in the maradvertising dollars later in life."
ketplace, especially when there is more than
one modern rock station in town."
Cara Jepsen is media editor of the Illinois
"We could sit around in our ivory towers
Entertainer and acontributor to The Chicago
and think we know what's best, when the lisReader and New City in Chicago. She is a
teners have amuch better idea of what they
regular features correspondent for The Radio
want," adds Rebecca Reising, senior music
World Magazine.
strategist at Coleman Research. "If we did
Format Focus appears monthly in The Radio
that, we would probably become obsolete.
World Magazine.
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Use Care When
Drafting Non-Compete
Contracts for Talent
by

Mark

E

Battersby

The Rules for Covenants to Protect Stations
From Employees Moving Across Town
Are Tricky—But Often Worth the Effort

N

o radio station manager or owner
enjoys seeing employees utilize all of
their training to enter into competition with another employer. Similarly, few
buyers of radio stations and related businesses want to see the former owner of that business immediately set up acompeting station
or business.
In today's competitive business environment, employment contracts routinely
restrict many employees from working for
direct competitors of the broadcasting operation. In the area of small business acquisitions, a "covenant not to compete" is
almost always included in the agreement of
sale.
A covenant not to compete normally
requires the signer to refrain from competition for aspecified period of time in return
for some amount or form of compensation.
Such an agreement opens aworld of potential dilemmas—legal, financial, as well as
with federal income tax laws.
Restraint of trade
From alegal standpoint, many covenants
not to compete may be an illegal restraint of
trade. The laws governing covenants not to
compete vary from state to state. Generally,
34
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or perhaps simply for agreeing to purchase a
business, the station receives aguarantee
that the seller will not enter into competition in aprescribed area for amutually
acceptable period of time.

Lacks physical substance
they are enforceable only when they are reaUnfortunately, that covenant not to comsonable in duration; are limited in geographpete may not be worth the paper it is writical scope; protect alegitimate employer
ten on. How, after all, can any broadcaster
interest, such as atrade secret; and are supaccount for something that may possess
ported by an adequate consideration in the
economic value but lacks physical subform of payment of benefits.
stance?
On asomewhat larger scale, anumber of
To an accountant, acovenant not to combusiness owners and operators are frequentpete often has avalue only to aparticular
ly surprised to learn that
the covenant not to compete or perhaps even the
From a legal standpoint,
entire acquisition of a
competing business is illemany covenants not to
gal under federal, state or
local laws. On the federal
compete may be an illegal
side, the Sherman Antitrust law was designed to
prevent the creation of
restraint of trade.
monopolies. Its effect,
however, occasionally
extends down to small
businesses that monopolize their local marbusiness, and therefore cannot be transkets or market segments.
ferred to another organization. Because of
A properly drafted covenant not to comthe uncertainty surrounding the valuation of
pete, prepared by skilled attorneys and recthe covenant not to compete and other soognizing all of the legal ramifications, is a called "intangible" assets, they are frequenttrue asset for any radio broadcasting operaly ignored by bankers, financing experts and
tion—except in the eyes of the operation's
recognized at only anominal amount on the
accountants. In return for asum of money
radio operation's books.
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Purchased intangible assets, on the other
hand, are generally regarded as assets. The
accounting treatment of internally developed
intangible assets such as employment contracts are simply not as clear.
Because purchased intangibles are included
among the assets of aradio station, while nonpurchased intangibles usually are not, adouble standard for asset recognition exists in our
accounting rules. Suppose, for example, that a
station requires all key employees to agree in
writing not to join the competition for three
years after leaving the operation. This employment restriction (if upheld by the courts)
would not be shown as an asset, even an
intangible asset of the broadcasting operation.
However, if that radio station were to pay
money to aretiring competitor in return for
acovenant not to compete, this would create
art asset equal to that money paid to the
retiring competitor, one that obviously will
reflect on the broadcasting operation's
financial statements.
Occasionally, it is possible to assign aspecific value to an internally created intangible
asset such as those employment contracts
containing non-compete clauses. Determining
the life of those intangibles, however, is
extremely difficult. Thus, the broadcasting
business may have arecognizable intangible
asset that has avalue that will remain constant until the business is eventually sold.
Financial statements
The financial statements of the radio station or operation may be improved by the
addition of an intangible asset, though
income or profitability will not be affected.
In other words, the intangible asset remains
on the radio operation's books, but there is
no corresponding deduction to help reduce
the operation's income or affect its profitability.
Until recently, federal income tax laws
required similar treatment for all intangible
assets, including covenants not to compete.
In the past, all purchased intangible assets
that had areadily determinable "life" could
be deducted evenly over that period of time.
A five-year covenant not to compete purchased from the seller of acompeting business was written off or deducted equally
over the five-year length of that agreement.
Purchasers of intangible assets and the
Internal Revenue Service have long been at
odds over whether certain types of acquired
intangibles were separable from goodwill
and had limited useful lives that could be
determined with any degree of accuracy.
Now, an addition to our tax laws, Code
Section 197, created under the 1993 tax law
changes, provides auniform 15-year amortization or write-off period for all specified

intangible assets.
On the downside, although abroadcaster
Unfortunately, the new 15-year amortizamust generally recognize gain when a
tion period applies regardless of the actual
Section 197 intangible asset that is amoruseful life of aSection 197 intangible. This
tized on the tax return is disposed of, no
mandatory 15-year amortization period will
loss may be recognized. That loss may not
benefit those broadcasters who purchase
be recognized so long as the broadcaster
amortizable Section 197 intangibles with useretains other Section 197 intangibles that
ful lives in excess of 15 years, and hurt those
were acquired in the same transaction as the
who would be able to recover their investSection 197 intangible that is disposed of.
ment over ashorter period if the new law
Similarly, no loss is recognized when a
had not been enacted.
According to lawmakers
Protecting against
and the IRS, acovenant
not to compete is the
same as any other intancompetition can readily be
gible asset. Thus, that
covenant not to compete
accomplished by any
is automatically lumped
in with goodwill, going
broadcaster using a
concern value, so-called
"work in place" (the
experience, education or
covenant not to compete.
training of awork force
or other value placed on
employees), information
bases (customer lists and the like), patents,
Section 197 intangible is abandoned or
copyrights, licenses and franchises, tradebecomes worthless, especially if other
marks or trade names.
Section 197 intangibles acquired in the same
transaction are retained.
Self-created intangibles
Thus, just as when the transaction first
Under our tax rules, the cost of all of these
occurs, it is all or none. Either all acquired
"acquired" intangible assets may be amorintangible assets are amortized as Section 197
tized or written off over a15-year period—
intangibles or only those intangible assets
including acovenant not to compete, which
with fixed lives are written off over their readimay have a"life" of only three, five, seven or
ly ascertainable lives. If no life can be
10 years. Self-created intangibles are generalassigned, there is no tax write-off for that
ly not amortizable under Code Section 197,
intangible asset—unless, of course, the broadbut acovenant not to compete is not considcaster utilizes the 15-year write-off for all intanered self-created.
gible assets under Section 197 of the tax rules.
The actual amount of the deduction
allowed under Section 197 is determined by
Protecting against competition
amortizing or writing off the adjusted basis
Protecting against competition, whether from
or book value of the Section 197 intangible
aformer employee or the seller of an entire
assets over a15-year period, beginning in
business, can readily be accomplished by any
the month of acquisition.
broadcaster using acovenant not to compete.
Thus, acovenant not to compete entered
Naturally, such agreements must be reasoninto in July for an allocated price of $18,000
able. An employee must be asked to sign the
creates atax deduction of $600 in the year
covenant not to compete upon hiring or at the
of acquisition and $1,200 each year theretime of araise or bonus. The seller of abusiafter ($18,000 divided by 12 months x 15
ness must specifically agree to acovenant not
years = 180 monthly Section 197 amortizato compete as apart of the sales agreement.
tion deductions of $100 each).
The benefits, from abusiness standpoint
If aradio station owner acquires atrade or
as well as accounting, legal and tax benefits,
business, the purchase price is routinely allomake the extra effort required to secure an
cated among all the assets of that business,
enforceable covenant not to compete well
including the Section 197 intangibles, using
worth the time of every radio station owner
the so-called residual method. The purchase
and manager.
price of the business is first allocated on the
basis of fair market value among all assets
Mark Battersby is atax and financial advisor
other than intangibles. Any remaining
with offices in suburban Philadelphia. He has
amount is allocated as alump sum to goodappeared in mure than 150 publications, and
will and other Section 197 intangible assets
wrote on making the most of tax-declared lossacquired in connection with the business.
es in the April RVVM.
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TECHNOLOGY AT WORK

RealAudio: A World Market for
Radio Broadcasting?
hr

A

h
newly

available real-time audio technology for the Internet's World Wide Web
as created an opportunity for radio
stations to extend their programming and marketing reach around the world.
Called RealAudio, the new technology is an
audio-on-demand system that allows Internet
users to browse, select and play back audio
content on-demand. The service is available to
users equipped with conventional multimedia
personal computers with standard 14.4 Kbps
modems over regular phone lines.

In real time
The first two U.S. call letter stations—
KPIG-FM in Freedom, Calif., and WKSUFM in Kent, Ohio—kicked off Internet
broadcasting the last week in March. Each
is offering up-to-date newscasts and other
programs on a24-hour, worldwide basis in
real time.
Others using mb sites to distribute audio programming are ABC News, National Public
Radio, C-Span, WWOZ-FM (New Orleans),
KSCO-AM (Santa Cruz, Calif.), Radio Canada,
Germany's Deutsche WeIle, Nexus-IBA
(Milano, Italy) and KBS (Seoul, South Korea).
RealAudio software is a product of
Progressive Networks, aSeattle- based startup headed by Rob Glaser, aformer multimedia executive at Microsoft Corp. The company is funded by private individuals,
including Mitch Kapor, founder of Lotus
Development Corp. and the Electronic
Frontier Foundation.
Providing instant audio playback over the
Internet has been an elusive goal. Until now,
users had to go through the time consuming
process of "downloading" large audio files.
Now, with the RealAudio technology, computer users can use their PC to "time shift" radio
programming and listen to news stories by
38
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simply clicking on atopic.
RealAudio will soon have the capability to
embed an Internet address—called aURL—into
the audio data stream. This feature will allow
the audio to trigger asuccession of on-screen
visuals as it plays. Such visuals could potentially be used as another revenue stream for
broadcasters, allowing advertising messages
pegged to certain sound passages or for supplementary stats during sporting events.
Bernard Gershon, general manager of news
operations at ABC Radio News in New
York, says RealAudio makes "radio-ondemand" areality. "I can go to aweb site,
click on the ABC icon and hear the most
recent ABC network newscasts," he says.
"The technology is now available. It's just a
matter of perfecting over the next few
months so it's easier to use."
Point and click navigation changes the way
alistener interacts with programming. "It
will take you immediately to any point in a
story, allowing you to listen only to the parts
you are interested in," says Robert Holt,
webmaster at National Public Radio.
"Traditional radio is ephemeral. This way
it's not. People from all over the world can
hear it whenever they want to."
Greatly expand
It all goes as planned, the capabilities of
RealAudio are expected to greatly expand in
the near future. Progressive Networks says it
will develop aset of allied products, including:
A Music-on-demand, enabling users to receive
high-fidelity audio in real time or near real
time.
A Hybrid narrowcastinWmulticasting systems
that link true on- demand services with multicasting capabilities (for example, the live feed of
abaseball game is multicasted and the subsequent accesses are narrowcasted on-demand).

September 1995

A Audio-on-demand delivered over wireless digital networks.
A Audio-on-demand delivered to new kinds
of digital information appliances such as TV
set top boxes.
The current implementation of
RealAudio has voice-grade sound quality
in order for it to work over 14.4 Kbps
modems. The compression algorithm used
in the technology is scalable, however, and
can improve with increasing modem
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RealAudio's home page
speeds. True music quality, the company
says, can be attained when the standard
modem speed reaches 28.8 Kbps in the
next year or so.
"It works pretty well now with news clips
and voice, but there are definitely artifacts
with music," says Chuck Poulton, computer
systems specialist at WICSU-FM, anon-commercial station in Kent, Ohio. "But Idon't
want to be overly negative about it

Denon's MD Cart - Recorders and Players are the
modern choice for any application that requires
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repeated recording and playback of audio, from
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broadcast to post-production. Why? Compared to
NAB tape carts, the MiniDisc is free from wow,
flutter, jamming, stretching, wrinlding, drop-outs and shedding.
MiniDisc's advantages (including full inter-machine, inter-brand compatibility)
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are quickly making it the universal standard. Compared to other digital formats,
Denon's MD Cart technology offers the lowest cost per Megabyte of storage, shirtpocket transv-.
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Down's MD Remote Software, running under
Window?", offers agraphical

portability, and non-contact, optical media reliability

interface for fast, easy control

Obviously, once you've chosen MiniDisc, your next decision is which

of all functions and modes on

MD to buy. Features like serial and parallel interfaces, digital and analog signal

any Denon MD Cart machine,
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It's got real potential over time."
Newscasts and public affairs programs make
up most of WKSU's Internet content. "We
will gradually incorporate more and more content onto the web server and try to organize it
better," Poulton says. "We plan to bring material from our archives that we haven't aired
recently. Pretty much the evergreen stuff"
Cyber Swine headquarters
Also taking aleadership position with
Internet programming is the eclectic KPIGFM, afree-form adult rock station serving the
Santa Cruz, Monterey and Salinas market The
station's unique web site—dubbed "Cyber
Swine World Headquarters"—gets about 2,000
hits each week from cybersurfers.
"Our goal at this point is to build up apresence and some momentum on the Internet
outside our service area," says William
Goldsmith, KPIG's operations manager.
"Using this technology there is absolutely
nothing to stop aradio station from reaching a
world market"
Goldsmith says RealAudio's current compression technology does not handle complex waveforms well. "If something has very pronounced
vocals in the mix, that comes across just fine," he
says. "But if you throw aguitar in there on top

of the vocal, the whole thing turns to moosh."
The first syndicated radio talk show to use
RealAudio reports about 5,000 hits to its
RealAudio files and 30,000 hits to its other
material each week. RadioNet, aweekly program that focuses on technology issues, is distributed live from its KSCO-AM flagship in
Santa Cruz over the Talk America Radio
Network and is tape-delayed for broadcast over
the Armed Forces Radio Network to 130
countries.
"We use the Web site as atool," says Scott
Deardorff, webmaster for RadioNet "When
we talk about topics on the radio show, that
information—in the form of audio, transcripts
and other information—is then put into the
web site for easy access by listeners."
The technology, Deardorff says, has worked
well: "We're probably going to have to buy a
new server just because of the extraordinary
response to RealAudio."
WWOZ-FM, devoted to playing New
Orleans jazz, is getting 3,000 hits each day to a
web site devoted to music from aseries of
nighttime concerts it sponsors. Webmaster
Bart Colosino of Accesscom, the station's
Internet service provider, says the concert segments have been amajor hit with net surfers.
"The station has been talking it up on the air,"

he says, "and we've been getting some national
news coverage, which steers people to the site."
Internet users can download a free
RealAudio player, which allows full software
control of programming. Using icons that
resemble traditional tape recorder-like controls,
the software allows the user to instantly access
any part of aprogram.
Content creators, including radio stations
and producers, can use the RealAudio
Studio software to encode programs for

Providing instant
audio playback
over the Internet
has been an elusive
goal until nolbeee
delivery to an Internet server. The Studio
software, soon to be released commercially,
is expected to be very inexpensive, perhaps
as low as $50, says a spokeswoman for
Progressive Networks.
The costly part of the system is the Server software, which is used to deliver RealAudio clips
from aserver connected via high-speed data
lines to the Internet. The cost of this software is
determined by how many simultaneous audio
"streams" it can handle. The software ranges in
price from a10-stream system for about $1,400
to a100-stream system at about $8,500.
The listening capacity of the system is determined by the number of available streams on
the server. With a10-stream system, "it's like
there are 10 headphone jacks on the server,"
says Martin Dunsmuir, manager of the
RealAudio server product. "That means that
no more than 10 people can have their headphones plugged in at any one time."
Within ashort time, RealAudio plans to offer
support for thousands of simultaneous
streams, Dunsmuir says. The 100-stream limitation of the first software release is tied to the
limitations of asingle Ti circuit
Goldsmith at ICPIG is convinced there's a
bright future for RealAudio: "Using this technology, there is absolutely nothing to stop aradio
station from reaching aworld market"

o

For more information or to hear ademo, call:
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RealAudio's web page is at www.
realaudio.com. KPIG is at www.kpig.com,
VVKSU is at www.wksu.kent.edu, VVWOZ is
at http://nt.accesscom.net/wwoz,/ and
RadioNet is at www.radionet.com.
Frank Beacham is aNew York-based writer and
producer. He is aregular features correspondent
for The Radio World Magazine. Visit his Web
site at hup:/howw.beachcon.com
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Reach 14,000+ readers!
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CD MUSIC!
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medium for test marketing your
products and services. It's

Only researched hits... no
useless "filler"

MAGAZINE's Product
Showcase provides a perfect

AC, Oldies, Gold, Country

I.

Superb audio quality
Available on pre-loaded hard
drive!

an efficient, effective and
affordable advertising option!
For more information,

1-800-HALLAND

including rates and
deadlines, Fax Christopher at

or

1-703-998-2966
Call 1-800-336-3045

SER
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Halland Broadcast Services, Inc.
1289 E. Alosta Avenue •Glendora, CA 91740
tel: (818) 963-6300 •fax: (818) 963-2070
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Radio License Renewal Seminar, Kansas City,
Mo. Speakers include NAB attorneys, EEO
specialists and outside experts. Contact
Christina Griffin in D.C., at 202-775-3511.

The Radio World Magazine is ayear old!

6-9

NAB Radio Show, New Orleans, La. The
NAB will join forces with SMPTE, SBE
and RTNDA to produce the second
World Media Expo, afall radio and television exhibition and conference, now
deemed the fourth-largest industry gathering in the world. It's alittle late to register, but you can contact the NAB in
Washington, D.C., at 202-429-5409;
fax: 202-429-5343.

14-18

IBC, RAI Exhibition and Congress Centre,
Amsterdam. The 1995 International
Broadcasting Convention is one of Europe's
premiere broadcasting shows. Contact the
IBC Convention Office in London at +44-71240-3839; fax: +44-71497-3633.

20-22
NAB Libel Defense Conference, Tysons
Corner, Va. See how far you can go in talking about newsmakers and personalities.
Contact the National Association of
Broadcasters in Washington, D.C., at 202775-3527.

21-dec. 13
Arbitron Fall Book

Nordic Sound Symposium XVII, Bolkesje
Mountain Hotel, Bolkesje, Norway. The
17th Nordic Sound Symposium and
Exhibition will focus on new techniques,
new equipment and new ideas in the
audio/broadcasting fields. Contact the symposium committee in Norway at +47-66982700 or fax: +47-6684-5540.

27-oct 1
International Broadcast '95, Jakarta
Fairgrounds Kemayoran, Indonesia. The
third international audio/video show. A
lot like Indianapolis, uh, kind of. Contact
the organizers at +61-21420-4300; fax:
+62-21-420-11.
The Radio World Magazine

ct.

Broadcast-Madrid, Juan Carlos IExhibition
Centre, Madrid, Spain. The radio and television
exposition for Spain. Contact IFEMA in Madrid
at +3449)1-722-5000; fax +34-(9)1-722-5792.

5-8

99th AES Convention, Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center, New York City. The
autumn Audio Engineering Society convention convenes in the number one-ranked
radio market. Contact AES in New York at
212-661-8528; fax: 212-682-0477.

10-12
Consumer Electronics Show—Mexico,
Palacio de Los Deportes, Mexico City,
Mexico. Second annual non-domestic show
for U.S. sponsor Electronics Industries
Association (EIA). Will offer retailers and
attendees access to all categories of consumer electronics products. Contact
Margaret T. Cassilly in Washington, D.C.,
at 202-457-8778; fax: 202-4574901.

14-17

21-24

42

India in New Delhi at +91-11462-2710/1;
fax: +91-11463-3506.

28

RAB Fall Board Meeting, Boca Raton
Resort & Club, Boca Raton, Fla.
Semiannual meeting of board members of
the Radio Advertising Bureau. Includes
committee meetings on membership, marketing, training and education, dues,
research, sales and services, finance and
national marketing. Contact Celeste
Champagne at the RAB in New York at
212-254-4800; fax: 212-254-8713.

25-28

Broadcasting Cable & Satellite, Pragati
Maidan, New Delhi. This first show will
focus on radio and television broadcasting,
satellite and cable distribution, professional
sound, film and video. Contact Exhibitions

September 1995

28-30

CAB Annual Convention, Ottawa. Sort of like
NAB, except it's Canadians. And it's colder
than New Orleans. Contact the Canadian
Association of Broadcasting at 613-233-4035;
fax 613-233-6961.

OV.

Broadcast India '95, World Trade Center,
Bombay. The annual show is organized by
Saicom Trade Fairs and Exhibitions. Call
them in India at +91-22-215-1396; or fax:
+91-22-215-1269.

5-7

NAB European Seminar, Hotel Arts, Barcelona,
Spain. The National Association of
Broadcasters hosts the NAB European Radio
Operations Seminars, which will focus on radio
management and programming; radio sales and
sponsorship; and radio technology. Contact
Lucy Smith at the Paris office of NAB at +33-146-92-12-79; or fax +33-1-46-92-12-70.

12
NAB/Small Market Managers Roundtable,
Washington, D.C. A one-day quickie to discuss relevant issues. Contact the NAB in
D.C., at 202-429-5402.

ec.

Fifth CEPT Radio Conference, Edinburgh,
Scotland. This year, the conference will
focus on the digitalization of broadcasting
and how this process may impact other
radio services. Contact the European
Radiocommunications Office in Denmark at
+45-3543-2442; fax: +45-3543-3514.
We want to know! Please fax event
announcements to 703-998-2966; e-mail
to 74103.2435@compuserve.com; or send
to The Radio World Magazine, P.O. Box
1;14, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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with MUSICAM®

is guaranteed to make your
ISDN digital audio sound the best!
MUSICAM' is today's digital audio standard.
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Only MUSICAW has enhancements designed to sound best
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r
•

over ISDN phone lines. Only MUSICAM-USA®
gives you a30-day money back guarantee.

Don't just take our word ...
Ask over 10,000 MUSICAM® codec users worldwide
•
Ask USA Digital Radio DAB
•
Ask RCA DirecTV, LucasFilm and Top Recording Studios
MUSICAM USA

We guarantee compatibility with MPEG II.
Prima will even make your other brand decoder sound great!

Don't stake your next ISDN remote on
five-year old Layer III or Layer It technology.

Call MUSICAM-USK for the facts!
Circle 8 On Reader Service Card
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UNIVERSA LSCPC

105 years oi

Johns Hopkins medical
excellence, and it's yours
in 60 seconds. Free.

\ XE -1000

SCPC BROADCAST
AUDIO RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel
entry by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1,
wide/narrow bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 9501450 MHz, line output 600 ohms, muting, transponder
agile, LNB power supply, 50-channel memory, full
baseband output, high-quality audio. Every needed feature
at asensible price (lowest in the industry). Write or call
for full information on this quality receiver—the answer
for your station. Networks call for prices.
Phone: (614) 866-4605
Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRONICS, INC.
communications speciatisi

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232

STUDIO OVERLOAD?
en,

Production studio
overloaded
with pesky chores?
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Preduction
nnan pulling
his hair out?
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Fast Trac II is acompact production system that's perfect for routine production tasks. Dub a spot to hard
drive or cart, record a liner, add atag to aspot, make
acassette, copy aCD.
Take all those pesky chores out of your main production
studio... use Fast Trac II instead!
It saves time... saves tempers, and saves money!
Fast Trac II_ It's "A Studio-In-A-Box"
For instant information, call our Fax-On-Demand at
818-355-4210: request Document #116.
503 Key Vista Drive
Sierra Madre, CA 9'094
Tel: 818-355-3656
ENGINEERING

SERVICE
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Attention
Advertisers
Reach 14,000+ broadcast equipment

Get FAST TRAC II to lighten the load!
It's like adding an other studio at afraction of the cost!

HENRY

Plg HEALTH NEWSFEED
READER SERVICE 201

READER SERVICE 92

_

Introducing the Johns Hopkins Health
NewsFeed. Adaily :60 radio news report for
your listeners, produced by the prestigious
Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions.
Featuring physicians, scientists, and other
healthcare experts, this informative news
segment is available every weekday by satellite
and atoll-free network. And it's yours free.
For more information contact jack Sheehan
at 410-955-2877 or 1-800-MED-RADIO.

Fax: 818-355-0077
READER SERVICE
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buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM
radio stations, networks arid groups,
recording studios, engineering and
consulting firms every month.

Products & Services Showcase
appears in every issue of Radio World
Magazine. To advertise your product or
service, contact Christopher Rucas at
THE RADIO WORLD MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, Va 22041 USA

Tel: 1-800-336-3045
FAX: 703-998-2966
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SALES & MARKETING

Brand Yourself,
Brand Your Identity
by

Karen

Tobin

Knowing the Fundamentals of Marketing
And Applying Them To Your Market
Are Building Blocks of Success

T

and publicity. Advertising is what you buy,
therefore you control it Promotion is atrade,
usually with apartner, and together you both
benefit (though you lose some control in taking
on apartner). Publicity is agift, but certainly
something that one works hard to get. If you can
keep these things separate, you'll at least be organized, if not successful.
Secondly, if you carefully choose your media
and/or retail partners, you'll have ahappy

the shelf we know as the airwaves, there are sevtop 40 radio pioneer, Gordon
McLendon, used to say that the radio
eral attributes you should keep in mind.
tation with the biggest signal, announcFirst is the ability to distinguish what we call
ers with the deepest voices and programmers
the marketing pyramid-advertising, promotion
with the sense to always play the hits would consistently be at the top of the ratings.
KIIS 6? Unite, which includes acelebrity auction over the Internet.
The 1990s have brought us amore level playing field. Satellites, automation and syndication _.
--13
Ne scape: Christian Slater
have given the smallest market radio stations a
t
big market sound. Research, meanwhile, narStop
Back
Forward
Home
Reload
Images
Open
Print
Find
rows the slices of the pie smaller and smaller.
Location bitp ://www gointeract .corn/radio /kiis /aiitems /ail 48 .html
Still, presentation of the product continues to
be aprimary building blocks of winners. Look
at "Jeopardy" and "Wheel of Fortune." Timeless
winning combinations and mass distribution
make these programs as mainstream as brands
Auction Item Number AI#148
like Coca Cola and Budweiser.
Brands have always relied on positioning statements, and it is the advertising, promotion and
publicity that make up the marketing of any Current Bid is: $6000
product. This is what separates Campbell's
from the bland soup of homogenous competiText to come
tors on the shelf and makes consumers look for
aparticular brand wherever they are.
Brand loyalty all comes down to marketing—
these rules, of course, apply to radio as well.
Without resorting to tactics like sidewalk callers
in front of strip joints, we will always be looking
for another way to hook listeners.
Choose the "Bids" button to enter your bid amount or make a.ionation.
segreat

fi=

Christian Slaters Cadillac

Marketing pyramid

As amarketing director accountable for the
task of making sure your station stands out on

If you are unable to e-mail, call

eAti

....,
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marriage. If you share the same target and have
similar objectives, you stand abetter chance to
win by increasing ratings and revenue.
Third, be topical, but remember advertising is
advertising, and promotion is promotion.

Returning to the reference above of choosing
media partners with similar objectives: There is
so much that radio, TV and cable can do togethFox 11 News with Rick Dees at the
"Beverly Hills 90210" season finale.

lrONIGHT
Generally, you advertise for the long haul.
Promotion is where you are topical. We all work
around holiday themes, headlines of the day,
trends from fashion, music, film, television and
general interest magazines.
With demographic research and acontemporary theme, we can locate the appropriate media
partners to help us achieve our mutually winning goals.
And fourth, we need to always remind ourselves to KISS-"Keep It Simple, Stupid!" Theater
of the mind makes for bigger than life promodons: "We have the trip or concert ticket that
money can't buy; you can only win it here!"
"You can win $1,000 if we call out your birthday." These techniques grab attention, while
being quick and simplistic.
And now, there's the added benefit of exposure through the Internet This year, KIIS &
Unite, our third benefit concert for the Pediatric
AIDS Foundation, will offer celebrity auction
items on the World Wide Web to more than 30
million subscribers internationally who will
simultaneously bid with concertgoers and MIS
listeners. This is true interactive media.
With all the morass of the public, our message
must be simple and direct and the way we convey that message is critical. There may be 22
immutable laws of marketing, but foremost is to
be first and true to your niche. In other words,
brand your identity, brand yourself.
Andy Warhol said, "It's not what you have, it's
what you do with what you have that counts."
We always say it's the same old promotion,
script or song, but today it's dressed up in exciting new clothes.
46
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choices from the top 10.
These ideas are ratings builders for both radio
and TV, fostering viewership and listenership.
TV should try to fit into an existing feature on
the radio station for atrue win-win relationship.
In addition, actors can call in to radio morning shows for interviews, giving radio programming and TV promotion, as we did with
NBC's "Must See TV Tuesdays" and "Must See
TV Thursdays," last fall. Autographed merchandise and walk-on parts always bring the fantasy
to life.
How about amarriage between radio, TN,
newspaper and Hollywood? Bumper sticker in
the newspaper, fast-food partner with P.O.P.—
win-win-win. Logo placement on rack cards
and in print ads create synergy and logo identification in the marketplace. Keep in mind
promotion synergy on-air as well as off-air.
Radio boosts those ratings, sells those papers
and creates in-store traffic. Exciting fantasy
prizes offered via cross-media promotion can
increase viewership, listenership and readership.
Marketing your station to apublic inundated with options is no easy task in the 1990s.
But by understanding the fundamentals of
effective marketing and creatively utilizing
resources, the chances of becoming one of
those generic brands on the shelf are greatly
minimized.

er to benefit our neighborhoods, society, each
other, and we can have fun doing it
In the '70s, KFRC in San Francisco called
itself "The Great Entertainer." Entertainment
is what we provide and we are entertainment
Karen Tobin is vice president/director of marketmarketers just like P.T. Barnum. Where better
ing for KIIS-FM in Los Angeles. She was profiled
to associate oneself with entertainment than
in the March 1995 Promax Promotions Profile.
Hollywood?
This article was adapted from aspeech presented
"Beverly Hills 90210" and
at the Promax marketing conference
"Melrose Place" are TV
in June.
shows that fit our station's
demographics, and fantasy
prizes with this theme
have always been popular.
Everyone
has
held
advance movie screenings, but how about a
pre-show party with an
advance screening of a
season finale?
How about being aVJ
or DJ for aday? How
about simulcasting the
local TV morning show
with the local radio
morning show? Watch
David Letterman for
his top 10 list and listen to the radio morning show the next day
for achance to win a
trip to see Letterman
live. All alistener
has to do is identiMadonna helps KIIS raise money for
fy the number one
AIDS at this year's MIS & Unite III.
answer of three
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re-li•a•ble (ri Ma bal), adj.
1. that may be relied on; trustworthy.
2. dependable in achievement, accuracy.
3. the PR&E BMX III.
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WPOC-FM Promotion/Marketing Director Sheila Silverstein:

'The Fun Part about Radio Is
That We Can Make Magic'
by

Scott

Slaven

T

Q: You've witnessed an explosion in the
popularity of country music. Does that
make your job easier?

Q: What are your promotion origins,
Sheila?

It makes it more fulfilling. Ialways knew
it was great. Now the major advertisers
know it and the other people know it.
When Ifirst started, there were alot of
companies that had a country bias, but
they thought the listeners were not the
customers they wanted.
Now we have doctors, lawyers, everybody. At John Hopkins here in Baltimore,
they play country music in the operating
room! I think the music has helped
changed the bias

he Promax Promotions Profile offers a
look at the experiences and points of
view of the nation's top radio promotion professionals.
This month: Sheila Silverstein, promotion
and marketing director for Nationwide
Communications country outlet WPOC-FM
in Baltimore.

Istarted out doing an internship. Idid
everything: answered phones, did research,
promotions, public service. Idid whatever it
took. Istarted at 33 so Iwasn't ayoung
intern. Before that Iworked in adental
office, so Ihad the time management skills.
When the promotions person left, Iwent
to the general manager and told him I'd like
to be the promotion director. He said,
"Well, Iwas never aGM until someone
gave me ashot, so Iguess I'll give you a
chance." Ipretty much just learned my
craft. It's been close to II years now.
Q: Have you always worked in acountry
music format?
Yes, I'm abig country music fan. Iliked
country before it was cool, though Ilove
the new music coming out and the new
artists. It's fun to meet them when they're
starting out and then six months later
they're the biggest thing.
Iremember the first time Imet Clint
Black. Iwent with him and the record company for asandwich at asub shop! He wasn't famous back then. Now, look at him.
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Q: What are some of the qualities that
make agood promotion director?
A sense of humor, being flexible, knowing
when to say no and feeling okay about it.
Being the kind of person who takes reasonable risks and the kind of person who, if
you don't ask, you know the answer.
Ifirmly believe that if you don't know you
can't, then you can do anything. And you have
to have sturdy legs because of all the standing
that you do!
Q: Are there any drawbacks to promotions?
When Ifirst started, Ineglected my

A Premiere Promotion illne
Event: Flight 93

talking about this forever. It means alot."

The Deal: "I'm going to take 30 winners
from Baltimore aboard Flight 93 for
Nashville. listeners qualify on the air to win
achance to spend 36 hours in Nashville.
"We get them on aplane in the morning,
then take them to record with an artist in a
studio. Then we take them to Music Row
and to aprivate concert with an artist, then
sightseeing, to the Opryland Hotel, etc.
"I've had little backstage passes made
that say 'Flight 93, I've earned my wings!'
This is my fifth year doing this promotion
and Ilove it. What's really great about
country and something that we shouldn't
take for granted, is that when Itake someone backstage to meet an artist, I've
changed their lives. They're going to be

Event: Bay Jam '95

September 1995

The Deal: "This is the first time we've done
this event," says Sheila Silverstein, promotion and marketing director for WPOC-FM
in Baltimore. "It's for the Chesapeake Bay
Trust, since the bay is Maryland's most precious natural resource. We're going to have
three country music artists; environmental,
hands-on exhibits; and a$25,000 'Dig for
Diamonds' in asandbox.
"For five minutes, people can sift through
sand for beads, which they can redeem for
rubies, emeralds, pearls and watches. And
someone is going to win a$1,000 diamond
ring. We're bringing in ten tons of sand."
—Scott Slaven

family and my husband. And Ihave to say
that my husband is the best promotions
husband in the world. He has been aroadie,
apromotion director, he could do my job.
He has supported me 100 percent.
But in the beginning, Imissed family
events because Ithought Ihad to be at
the radio event. Now Iknow that Ican
delegate. Of course, it probably won't be
as good as if Iwere there! But there are
family events that you just can't miss, so
now Iask staff to pitch in and they help.
Ithink it's something you have to learn; I
don't think Icould tell anyone that if
they're just starting out.
Q: Which technologies
investigating?

are

Elld-to-End Audio DeIhm

you

At our station we have the Fair West interactive phone system, which is very cool. I
can do apromotion and put it on the phone
line in two minutes. Ican get the clutter off
and put all the rules and regulations on the
phone line. Idon't have to answer questions! It's fabulous.
When Icome home at night—except for
Mondays when Ihave to watch "The
Nanny"—I'm on e-mail and Prodigy. Ican't
believe that I'm into computers—me, who
doesn't know awoofer from atweeter!
Q: What do you find exciting about
the Web?
Ilike the billboards. Ilike to see what
people are thinking. On the country
music billboard Ican see what everyday
people think about songs and what's happening—who's hot, who's not. Iget to
eavesdrop and it helps me get afeel for
things.
There's also aFan Fair billboard. Fan
Fair is aweek-long event where fans come
to Nashville and get to meet their favorite
artists. Irecently got on the billboard
and since I'm not arookie about the fair
anymore, Iwas able to help people across
the country. When they got home everyone sent me their favorite Fan Fair
moment.

No ifs, ands, or butts.
Your radio network deserves to be pampered.
Let us handle the dirty work.
See us at the NAB Radio Show '95-Booth #1172
Ask us how you can get
free satellite receivers for your network.

Q: How would you sum up your
promotions career thus far?
The fun part about radio is that we can
make magic. Ialways feel I'm doing that
when Ido apromotion. Iwant to help sales
and generate revenue and all those things,
but Istill like working the magic, Ilike
working months to put on ashow for
12,000 people.
That's exciting to me, making people BF

SPACECOM

SYSTEMS
Down-to-Earth Satellite Solutions'

1-800-950-6690

Circle 175 On Reader Service Card
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happy. And Ithink that comes across.
I'm enthusiastic about it and it doesn't
get boring to me. I'm like the listener's
advocate—they can pick up the phone and
call me.
On the morning show, they call me the
"Promotions Princess," and Icertainly
have the clothes for it! Somebody called
me up awhile back and asked me to be
the promotions director at another station.

Scott Slaven is director of communications
for Promax, an international association for
promotion and marketing executives in the
electronic media, based in Los Angeles.

Isaid, "I'm flattered, but Ijust couldn't
see myself in black jeans and ablack Tshirt. Ialready have the clothes for this
job!"

SHEILA SILVERSTEIN

1
.911.119

Promotion/ Marketing Director, WPOC Radio, Baltimore.
Up the Ladder
Began promotion career as promotion intern part-time at WPOC, Baltimore, in 1985, "filling
for any operational position as needed."
Named Promotion Director 1987.
Designated Summit Communications Promotion Director of the Yea r• in 1989.
Promotion and Marketing Director, 1990 to present.
Choice Morsels
Executive Board member Planning Committee for American Heart Association's "Black
Tie/Blue Jean Ball," 1990-1993.
Advisory Board member for Roads to Recovery's annual "City Slicker Ball" since 1992.
Board of Directors and Advisory Board member for Cystic Fibrosis annual concert since
1991.
Member of Covenant Guild/Jewish Women Philanthropic Organization for five years.
Volunteer for Baltimore County Police fundraising, Towson Town Feszival for three years.
Honors/Awards
Won two Silver Promotion awards by the Country Radio Broadcasters for "Flight 93.1" promotion (1991) and for "WPOC Takes the Checkered Flag" (1993).
Nominated for Billboard's Promotion Director of the Year in Large Market Country, 19921995. Billboard Promotion Director of the Year in Large Market Country, 1991.
Instrumental in WPOC's designation as CMA Large Market Station of the Year, 1990, 1992.

AX

AXS Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
AXS is an entirely new approach to digital audio controllers.

It starts with superb audio using the premium quality aptXTm system. AXS is easy to learn, easy to use, and powerful
beyond words.

AXS is amodular design that begins as asimple cart replacement and grows to any combination of CD, hard disk, satellite or specialty programming with ease.
AXS has all the sophisticated feature options including
device independent multi-channel background audio record
and replay. Macro programming makes tough to run event
sequences easy. Software drives apowerful programmable
real time IOMAP.
Jocks love AXS: Afast 99 page, 28 button Jock F/X panel that

can be time linked and remote wired is standard.
Use asoftware driven four-channel stereo audio switcher
with on-screen control or the powerful eight-channel dualbuss routing switcher. or include both if you wish. AXS is
controlled through atrackball, touchscreen, keyboard, buttonbox, telco or remote modem.

Circle 147 On Reader Service Card
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Tippins
Wendy's
Bud Light BL 1259
Prudential Real Estate

1:90
0:30
0:30
1:00

Station Jinglps

0:10
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CUT •

AXS-Brass To Easy
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4042

0:07

2079
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Mansion On The Hill
Young. Nei

AXS
The Management
800-334-7823 817-625-9761
FAX 817-624-9741
P.O. Box 1-36457 Fort Worth, TX 76136
1700+ Stations •Our 14th Year

See Us At VVME Booth 1119

September 1995

I
NSPACE, THEY CAN'T HEAR YOU SCREAM.
MAYBE THAT'S WHY YOUR SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
COMPANY ISN'T RETURNING YOUR CALLS.
lb provide one-way data broadcast
and digital audio satellite solutions, you have to
have both feet on the ground.
@

atellite technology has provided business with an efficient,
economical information medium; most satellite equipment
suppliers can provide the hardware to get the job done. However,
once in place, networks undergo constant change. And change
of that scale requires inspired solutions few companies can offer.
International Datacasting uses technology to solve your
communication problems today —and tomorrow
We have installed turn-key, QPSK/BPSK SCPC one-way
data broadcast and digital audio satellite systems for clients
all over the world; Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Learfield
Communications, Capitol Radio Networks and United Press
International, to name afew. International Datacasting systems
are fully addressable using unique network management software.
Our systems and equipment are designed for maximum flexibility,
ideal for the growing network. And from the lab to the field, our
people have consistently provided the most innovative solutions
in the industry.
So, give us acall, or drop in and see us at the World Media Expo,
September 6-9, Booth 1039. We find solutions —and we're easy to find.

INTERNATIONAL
DATACASTING
Corporate Headquarters: 2680 Queensview Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 8H6 Tel.: (613) 596 4120 Fax: (613) 596 4863
US Sales: 3850 Holcomb Bridge Road, Suite 420, Norcross, Georgia, USA 30092 Tel.: (770) 446 9684 Fax: (770) 448 6396
Circle (209) On Reader Service Card
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In-Band or Eureka-147? In Either Case,
Ancillary Services Offer Promise of More
Than Just CD-Quality Audio
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AB, such a simple-looking acronym that is so complicated. What means one thitig in Dallas has adifferent
definit'on in Dusseldorf. While the United States
heads in one irection, most of the rest of the world is off in
quite anoth
In all pr
bility, by the year 2000, if you leave the U.S.,
your portab eradio (or car receiver if u're driving in Canada
or Mexic )will be Liseless for listenTrig, to this new digital
radio s ce—unless the unit happens to .be multiband and
will s up two or three different transmission schemes in
appro
ately four different spectrums. Not. ikely, huh?
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The £iffel Tower, site of French DAB transmission trials.
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the DDS window of opportunity
Imagine a digital audio system that's as simple to use as acart machine
but powerful enough to run an entire broadcast facility.
DDS is built on a multi-user, multi-tasking, real time operating system,
so adding users, applications, and audio channels is never a problem.
Start with asimple satellite automation system.
Then add cart replacement, extra studios, or an [MA—
all without the need to add CPU's or duplicate expensive hard disc storage.
DDS should be your next digital audio system.
Select the digital audio system that's made to grow with your operation.

Rama SYSTEMS

INC.

601 Heron Drive •Bridgeport, NJ 08014 •(609)467-8000 •FAX (609)467-3044
Circle (104) On Reader Service Card

Eureka-147 saw its start back in the early
1980s. At the first stage, German engineers considered digital transmission
over FM frequencies—but ruled it out. Six
Elsewhere
years later, the project took on new meanAs active as the British are, the
ing with $60 million in funding and supCanadians already have experimental
port from public and private technology
Eureka-147 broadcasts on the air in
sectors in Germany, France, the
Toronto and Montreal and plan full-time
Netherlands and the United Kingdom as
operations in 1996. At this point, broadpart
of
the
European
Eureka
casters there are not too happy with reguTechnological Development Consortium.
lators who want to issue only temporary
Then in 1991, after researchers
Philips' prototype
had the parameters set
DAB receiver
for what eventually
would
become
a
worldwide standard
for DAB, the consortium added another
$30 million to the
budget to expand
development from just
an audio service to
include ancillary services for traffic inforFive transmitters
mation and data transFive transmitters will provide coverage
mission.
to the Greater London area, representing
Today, the ancillary services
about 20 percent of the United Kingdom
are more significant to broadcasters in
or some 12 million people. By 1998, the
many cases than the CD-quality, multilicenses to begin commercial service.
BBC intends to have an additional 22
path-free audio Eureka-147 DAB offers.
The nation took an uncharacteristically
transmitters providing service to about
Canada launched an in-car navigation
vocal stance to support Eureka-147 as a
60 percent of the population.
and traffic monitoring system via Eurekaworldwide standard for DAB after the
Just how many listeners the service will
147 on the L-band. Known as
U.S. National Association of Broadcasters,
reach is quite another story. Receivers are
TravelGuide, the system integrates police
who at one time supported Eureka-147,
hard to come by—even for broadcasters to
made an abrupt about face. This awkward
reports with information on traffic flow
conduct test operations—and those on the
gathered by both buses and on-road senmaneuver was forced after the NAB radio
market in Europe cost between $6,000 to
sors to provide a data stream that is
membership pulled in the reigns on NAB
$7,000.
relayed by L-band to a digital radio
Philips showed an early generation modexecutives who were seeking worldwide
equipped with a small LED monitor
marketing rights to the' technology from
el last year and Grundig recently released
screen. Control is executed using either
the European developers.
sketchy details on another. Other receiver
keys or—theoretically for now—voice
In Sweden, meanwhile, approval for DAB sermanufacturers such as Pioneer and Sony
recognition.
vices has been requested in three major cities,
are unusually quiet on the subject; suspiinduding Stockholm; the Dutch are expanding
cions are high that they are about to
Most efficient route
experiments throughout the Netherlands in
launch introductions.
To operate, adriver keys in his or her
Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
current location and destination and then
The Hague and Utrecht.
asks the computer for the most efficient
The French have 10 radio
programs on as part of a route based on current conditions.
TravelGuide then displays aroute on the
trial; some of this programmonitor screen, along with audio instrucming is only being heard
over the experimental digitions.
The audio includes aroute overview spoken
tal channels.
In the middle of the
by the system's voice synthesizer. Data collected by TravelGuide is continually updated, and
pack are the Germans,
who were the leaders in
new accidents or other problems are relayed to
the driver. The system, in turn, suggests alterDAB development until
-11011116111111immumiiiiialibb....
native routes. Once the system is fully opera1993, when public
tional, it will cover routes stretching, say, from
European broadcasters are ready to
broadcasters were handed major budget
Toronto to Orlando.
cuts. The biennial radio fair in Berlin
blame receiver manufacturers if the introIn Sweden, Severiges Radio and Swedish
held the last of August was to be the next
duction of DAB is slowed at all. Some
major push for DAB in Germany. Tests
Telecom are looking to multimedia opportunialso are primed to toss afew jabs at the
ties with DAB. Not only would aradio receiver
U.S., knowing that the consumer market
are ongoing throughout the country.
in the states is so large when compared to
It was in German laboratories where
of the future have atuner, dial and
le

U.S. radio broadcasters are intent on
implementing an FM and AM Digital
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) system inband—in other words, one that will allow
consumers to tune into the same frequency for astation on both their traditional
and DAB receivers. This will avoid reallocations and keep intact the tiered protocol traditional in the states. Never mind
that the U.S. military refuses to give up
the L-band frequency where the alternative system would go.
Unfortunately, the U.S. so far stands
alone with this intent. Elsewhere, and
particularly in Europe and Canada, DAB
is viewed as areplacement for analog terrestrial delivery, utilizing a technology
called
Eureka-147.
The
British
Broadcasting Corp. (BBC), in fact, will
be the first to offer afull-time commercial
service with five channels. Broadcasts are
scheduled to begin Sept. 27.

elsewhere in the world, that success is
almost agiven.

DAB receivers on the
market in Europe
cost between

$6,000 to $7,000.
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Move Up from Carts to
Touchscreen Digital Audio
Play Anything...At A Touch

The best way to improve your radio station is
to put all your spots, sounders and sweepers
on-line and ready to play instantly from
hard disk. Creative talent sounds better than
ever with Scott Studios' new touchscreen
digital audio system.
Here's how it works: Six buttons on the left of
the large computer touchscreen play what's
on your log. Scheduled spots, songs, promos,
PSAs and live scripts come in automatically
from your production studios, traffic, music
and copy computers. Jocks can revise sweeps
at atouch (with the arrows at mid-screen), or
work with the full day's log and add or
rearrange anything.
On the right, 17 "hot keys" start unscheduled jingles, sounders, effects, comedy
or promos on the spur of the moment.
Your morning show will benefit from 26 sets
of 17 user-defined instant audio "hot keys".
You can preview anything in acue speaker
at atouch. The Scott hard drive even lets you
listen to endings while that song is playing on
the air.
And nothing beats the Scott System for easy
levels. Touch the label on the screen, moving
right to left to fade as desired. If you'd rather
adjust levels on the console, channel numbers
show clearly on each start button.
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The Scott Studio System is your best way to make the move to digital audio and eliminate
troublesome carts. The touchscreen instantly plays whatever you want. All scheduled spots,
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Phone Recorder On Screen

The World's Fastest Requests!

The Day At Your Fingertips

Touch one button and you're recording
calls to hard disk.
Another button and
you've got the world's easiest editor. When
it's ready, one touch and your call's on the
air. The phone recorder only adds $1,000
to the system.

Touch either of the two buttons at the top
right of the main screen to see our "Wall of
Carts" with all your audio on-line! Touch
the spot, song, jingle, sounder, promo, PSA
or comedy you want and it plays instantly.
Or, you can put it anywhere you want in the
day's schedule.

Scott Studios lets you see the whole day,
and make any changes you need.

The Best Digital Audio
When spots, promos, PSAs, or any other
digital audio events are recorded, they're
immediately playable in all your Scott
System air studios. Nobody wastes time
carrying carts down the hall or redubbing
spots for additional stations.
One question you don't have to worry
about is "What if it breaks?" The Scott
System comes complete with every spot
and jingle stored redundantly on two hard
disks. It's a snap to switch to the "hot
standby" system!
You get touchscreen
convenience, digital quality, and backup
redundancy for no more money than cart
machines and commercial tapes.

During play, all Scott screens include large
digital timers that automatically count down
intro times, and flash warnings 60-, 45-, and
30-seconds before the end. You also get
clear countdowns the last 15 seconds of
each event.
Instant Songs

on Hard Disk

Scott Studios is radio's premier source of
high quality on hard drive. All your songs
will be pre-dubbed free.
Nothing could be faster than requests from
the Scott System! You also get five "Wall of
Carts" with music that plays at a touch!
Songs are shown by title, artist, year, length
or category.
Circle (124) On Reader Service Card

Big &

Small Have Made the Move!

The Scott System leads the industry with
the biggest broadcast groups like Disney/
Capital
Cities/ABC,
Westinghouse/CBS,
Shamrock, Alliance, Salem, Saga, Liggett,
Regent, Tichenor, Heftel, Waterman, Max,
Atlantic, and Rawlco in Canada.
Scott
Systems are in Detroit, D.C., Dallas,
Houston, Philadelphia, Ft. Lauderdale, San
Diego, Denver, Cincinnati, San Antonio,
Dayton, Las Vegas, Lansing and smaller
markets coast-to-coast from Bangor to
Bakersfield.

Selee Seadiee av„é

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
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7

2
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8

7

7

(800) SCOTT-77

speakers, as the Swedes foresee, the unit will
include agraphic screen, aloudspeaker processor and amore sophisticated user interface.
Imagine reading the morning newspaper in
electronic form while riding the subway to
work. Access the latest weather update, sports
scores, gambling odds...
Some of Germany's leading broadcasters—
Radio NRW, amajor network supplier;
Antenna Bayern, one of the country's oldest private stations; and Radio Hamburg, a
market leader in the city for which it is
named—teamed with the German industry
to develop DAB data services. The research
and development company, German Data
Broadcasting Research and Development
Co., will focus on the data services and
leave the transmission aspect to individual
stations. The consortium is working to
come up with new ideas for the new medi-

tries are seriously evaluating the system. But
there appears to be more willingness to wait
for the in-band systems to catch up.
An Inherent lead
DAB interests in Mexico have tested both.
Australia is not dismissing in-band, but Eureka147 has an inherent lead. China formed aspecial center to study DAB, focusing on Eureka147, and plans test projects in mid-1996. India
is keeping aclose watch on developments.
Japan remains an unknown variable and is quiet on the issue, though Japanese delegates continually support the U.S. position to not shut
out any other options to Eureka-147 when it
comes to avote within international standardssetting organizations.
As if the discussions surrounding terrestrial DAB weren't enough, there are also
distinct issues surrounding satellite DAB.

While Canada is the most
ardent supporter of Eureka-147
outside of Europe, other countries
are seriously evaluating the system.
The debate there is not as intense, but various moves are afoot. The BBC World
Service, the German Deutsche WeIle,
Radio France International and Radio
Netherlands World Service formed the
European Digital Radio pan-European service in preparation for the next step past
shortwave. Voice of America is asystem
proponent for a satellite system with
NASA. Another player earning more and
European unity
more respect throughout the process is
Eureka-147 proponents are hoping to have
WorldSpace, which proposes asystem
more luck unifying European broadcasters
directed at Third World countries.
on DAB than the economic sectors had in
As for satellite digital radio in the United
fortifying the European Community. The
European Broadcasting Union formed a States, the FCC awaits comments due Sept.
15 on aproposed rulemaking that allocates
platform, the EuroDab Forum, for public
50 MHz in the S-band. The proposal is symand private operations to debate the issues
pathetic toward the approval of satellite serand reach aconsensus. Much of the effort
vice, and the burden of proof is on existing
so far focuses on bringing the commercial
terrestrial broadcasters to show cause why
broadcasters into the fold because the
the FCC should delay the inevitable.
publics have been the driving force.
If the U.S.-developed in-band systems still
Alan Carter is assistant editorial director for
in development had been completed at the
Radio World's audio division and editor in
same time as Eureka-147, indications are
chief of Radio World International.
they probably would have been supported
This story was compiled with additional
by the commercials. But Eureka-147 is so
reporting by Radio World correspondents
entrenched and further along, commercials
Mary Ann Seidler and Michael Lawton in
accept it by default. That does not mean
Germany, Max Thrower in Australia, Jeffrey
there aren't some criticisms and concerns.
Cohen in the United Kingdom and James
While Canada is the most ardent supporter
Careless in Canada.
of Eureka-147 outside of Europe, other coun-

um, rather than what the proponents consider the unoriginal lines of news, weather,
traffic, stock quotes and song titles.
The ability to offer ancillary services could
be one of the more difficult obstacles for inband proponents to overcome when compared with Eureka-147, though in-band proponents beg to differ. Only time will tell.
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Nothing Definitive Yet:
U.S. DAB Still
Awaiting Standard

I

nthe U.S., testing of various DAB
system proponents is scheduled to
begin in late September in San
Francisco. The results of these field trials represent the next important step
for the technology here.
The tests are part of the official evaluation process for the FCC being conducted by the Electronic Industries
Association and the National Radio
Systems Committee. Laboratory tests
have already been completed, with
results due just prior to the NAB Radio
Show in early September.
A true head-to-head comparison
among the proponents may be impossible. As preliminary work began in
preparation for the field tests, it became
apparent that the L-band frequency may
be made available for Eureka-147. The
National
Telecommunications
Information Administration, which
monitors spectrum reserved for government use including the military-held Lband, at the last minute was consenting
to experimental testing.
Radio broadcasters have been against
the use of L-band for Eureka-147 all
along because it would require re-allocation of stations and would give parity to
stations across the band. The military
gave broadcasters another argument in
their favor by putting astop to the use
of L-band in the U.S. when spectrum
was being allocated for worldwide use.
Adding more fuel, debate over the issue
came at atime when the U.S. military
was riding an extreme high: just after
the Gulf War.
While many will closely examine the
results of the USA Digital Radio system
from a consortium that includes
Gannett, Westinghouse and Group W,
the tests will result in the first public
details about in-band on-channel, inband adjacent-channel and in-band
replacement systems under development by AT&T Bell Laboratories.
(AT&T proposes the in-band replacement-channel system for implementation once analog is athing of the past
and old systems are off the air.)
The other system being tested is asatellite scheme from NASA and Voice of
America that would operate at 2.3 GHz.
—From staff reports
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AD PRODUCTION
Jingles...$299. Not pleased, no fee!
Ad Man & Associates
1-800-775-0712 ext 1466.

PROMOTIONS, EVENTS
& SEMINARS
Aix

$50,000+ IN NEW
ADVERTISING REVENUE!

PROGRAM SERVICES

Dear TUESDAY PRODUCTIONS:
Your "Wake Up And Smell The Coffee... Compete
Or Get Beat" seminar generated $53,400.00 in
new station revenue! This has been the most successful promotion our station has ever executed.

Specialty Programming
1to 5minute features to fit
your sponsors need
"offer your sponsors
more than just acommercial' .

9/

Gerry Longenbaugh

CONSULTANTS
HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO AND TELEVISION

Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128

HE

707/996-5200
202/396-5200 D.C.
707/996-5280 Fax

Member AFCCE

‘VNXI'
To find out how your station can increase bottom line
profit call TUESDAY PRODUCTIONS

BallPark Productions
call 804-328-2358

(800) 831-3355

AC
PROGRAMMING
&fit

r•

Contemporary variants
Lite +Hot +Rock +AC Oldies
Music Logs Si Format Implementations

„•
•.

PROGRAMMING?
HOLES IN YOUR

••

Call 1-800-563-2218 for FREE RECORDED DEMOS,1
24 hours. of 60-second quality short features for all
formats. Great for PSA's, news, issues requirements.
All on CD. All FREE.
Airing in hundreds of markets, all sizes

Affordable Prices For All Markets

•

LA PALMA

i
l
VDCASTING

7 la

7 8-6 3 El 2

TRANSMITTERS
Tel: 703-998-7600
Fax: 703-998-2966
5827 Columbia Pike
3rd Floor

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Falls Church, VA 22041

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
November issue: Sept. 22
December issue: Oct. 20

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

1 kW

FM

1978

Collins 831C-2

1.5 kW

FM

1975

Wilkenson 1500E

2.5 kW

FM

1978

Harris FM2.5K

1 kW

AM

1974

RCA BTA-1R3

2.5 kW

FM

1983

Harris FM2.5K

5 kW

AM

1987

Continental 315R1

3 kW

FM

1974

Harris FM3H

5 kW

AM

1978

Harris MW5A/B

5 kW

FM

196?

Gates FM5B

5 kW

AM

1981

Harris MW5B
RCA BTA 5L

10 kW

FM

1971

Collins 830F1-B

10 kW

FM

1968

RCA BTF 10D

20 kW

FM

1974

Collins/Cont 816R-2
Harris FM2OH/K

Line ad rates

20 kW

FM

1976

$1.50 per word

20 kW

FM

1968

RCA BTF 20E1

25 kW

FM

1975

Sparta 625-A

Display ad rates

5 kW

AM

1977

10 kW

AM

1974

CSI T-10-A

10 kW

AM

1981

Continental 316-F

$60 per column inch
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Facility Spotlight
WNUR-FM
Evanston, III.
Owner: Northwestern University
Format: Jazz/Rock
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dasses in elocution.
Today, elocution is probably taken for granted at the school's
WNUR-FM. The greater challenge is understanding the technology behind the station's new state-of-the-art performance,
production and interview studios and two control rooms.
"We had anumber of challenging and diverse goals in designing the new studios," says Rick Morris, assistant professor and WNUR's faculty adviser, who supervised design and construction of the studios. "First, with astaff of more than 200 college students, they had to be very simple and yet very rugged. We also wanted the highest quality
so that they simulate areal broadcast environment."
The 7,200 W, 24-hour station primarily broadcasts jazz, rock and world music to apopulation of nearly two million in the Chicago radio
market and is one of the largest student-run stations in the country. Students, all non-paid, handle programming—including music, public
affairs and sports broadcasts—as well as fundraising, business affairs, promotion and production.
The new studios, marking the 45th anniversary of the station, were designed by Russ Berger Design Group, which recently completed new facilities for National Public Radio. Induded in the WNUR makeover are aWheatstone A6000 on-air console and aSony MXP2926 production console supplemented by aPro-Tools digital workstation—some pretty serious learning tools. The station will cover college sporting events with new
Telos Zephyr ISDN equipment. Studio equipment, meanwhile, is all digital: Sony MiniDiscs, DAT and Tascam CD601 compact disc players.
In all, the renovation cost in excess of $750,000, principally donated by the McCoy Foundation, which is headed by radio station owner,
businessman and Northwestern graduate Arthur H. McCoy.
"Students here have been recognized as learning in one of the highest-quality college stations in the country," Morris says. "Now, no longer
will the equipment stand in the way of their creative abilities."

o

Facility Spotlight offers alook at innovative radio facilities. Share your cutting edge with us. Call Editor Charles Taylor at 703-998-7600.
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Invest in your business news. Call Nasdaq's Stockline for
free, ready-to-air stock market reports. Get the latest numbers on
the markets and the day's economic and consumer news.
Call 1-800-536-0837
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It's updated on the hour and it's absolutely free. If you want, sell
the report to alocal sponsor. So, give it alisten. Then give us acall
to let us know what you think.
Contact Brett, Chuck, or Debbie at 1-800-777-6273.
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We've taken all we know, all you've asked for,
and the very best of today's technology to
bring you our FINEST AUDIO CONSOLE
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tecture frame
lets you change
module locations
with NO restrictions,
giving layout top priority
and allowing easy reconfiguration as format needs
change. And while Wheatstone
is well known for superior technical performance, the A-6000
surpasses even our own previous
consoles in virtually every measurement category! The WHEATSTONE
A-6000 has the appearance, features and
power to satisfy the most demanding program
and production staff. Its engineering, performance and thoughtful design will help your personnel
achieve broadcasting excellence.

B ROADCAST

Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212

icI 315-‘52-5000 /fax 315-452-0160)

C ONSOLE

SWheatrtone Corporation
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